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One-sixth of university faculty eligible to retire in five years
By Donna Pace
Managing editor
Within the next five years, all but
two of the university's history instructors will be able to retire.
Half of the chemistry department
instructors will have that same option,
along with 27 percent of faculty in the
College of Education.
In fact, when next fall's freshmen
are seniors, close to one-sixth of the
faculty members on campus may be
gone. That's 105 of the more than 600
faculty members listed on the 1988-89
payroll.
Their salaries total over $3.7 mil-

There was a tremendous increase in the education
field during the 60s after the war. They were going
back to school; the baby boomers were getting Ph.Ds
and increasing the faculty.
'You add 30 years to that, and we're approaching
the time they're going to retire.'
—Virginia Falkenberg, dean of graduate school
lion.
ment through the 27-year retirement
Of those retiring, 66 came to the plan enacted by the 1988 General
university between the yean of 1965 Assembly,
and 1967 and are eligible for retireThey will be retiring in 1992,1993

and 1994.
The aging of faculty is not exclusive to this university. It is a problem
being approached by education leaders nationwide.
The National Education Association estimates more than one-third of
the nation's faculty members are older
than 50, and many are expected to
retire over the next 10 years.
Most were hired during the 1950s
and 60s when American higher education expanded rapidly to meet the needs
of the baby-boom generation.
Educational writers Howard Bowen
and Jack Schuster concluded in their

book, "American Professors: A National Resource Imperiled," that half a
million new faculty members would
be needed over the next 25 years.
Dr. Virginia Falkenberg, dean ot
graduate studies and research, described the university's dilemma as
"somewhat characteristic" of the nation.
'"There was a tremendous increase
in the education field during the 60s
after the war. They were going back to
school; the baby boomers were getting
Ph.Ds and increasing the faculty," Falkenberg said.
"You add 30 years to that, and we're

approaching the time they're going to
retire," she said.
The graduate deans recognize the
problem and are stressing to students
these positions will have to be filled,
according to Falkenberg.
With the opening of these positions
in the next 10 years, Falkenberg predicts another push into the graduate
program with the shift occurring by
the year 2000.
"The students who are going to fill
those positions should be in gradualr
school or getting there soon." she said.
(See ONE-SIXTH, Page A-*)

Childress, Keith win offices
in senate with 574 votes
By Amy Caadil
Editor
Scott Childress, vice president of
Student Association, is now presidentelect of Student Association.
Childress and running male, Ashley Keith, the Action Party, won Tuesday's senate election with 574 votes.
Childress and Keith were the only
party on the ballot
Both candidates campaigned actively throughout most of the election,
which lasted from 10 am. until 6 p.m.
Ivcy Wimberly, who submitted a
petition to run for president and was
later disqualified because her running
male's grade point average was below
the requirement for candidacy, ran a
write-in campaign with new running
mate Edward Lartey.
Wimberly and Lartey garnered 79
votes.
During election hours Tuesday,
Wimberly distributed fliers that said
her disqualification was unfair and
Childress' eligibility to run was unfair.
Wimberly had previously, before
her disqualification, submitted a com-

Scott Childress
l iaint against Childress to senate's
elections committee.
She said Childress had campaigned
before the legal posting of candidates'
names and used the senate office as
campaign headquarters, both violations
of senate's constitution and election

Ashley Keith
rules.
Childress had announced his candidacy and his running male's name at
a March 28 senate meeting and asked
for senators' signatures on his petition
for candidacy. The candidates' names
(See CHILDRESS, Page A-5)

Green, Henrich win RH A seats
Carlin comes to campus tonight
By Phil Todd
Arts editor
Listening to George Carlin's
unique views on all facets of life is
always a guaranteed fun and crazy
trip.
Comedy, he explained in an exclusive Progress interview, "is a
matter of personal expression. It's
a system of expressing your interests and your wonder and befuddlcment and all of those emotions
and attitudes that we all have towards the world around us.

"Mine are just more organized.*'
Indeed. Anyone who has heard
anything from any one of his 14
comedy albums knows that Carlo's original approach to entertainment rises above any mere
humorous storytelling. Perhaps the
most striking characteristic of
Carlin's comic presence is this
precise organization.
In fact, his material is so wellorganized that he never needs to act
a role or portray a character. Carlin.
on stage and in the studio, simply

acts himself.
Organization is certainly one key
to his ongoing 27-year success as a
stand-up comedian. Another, Carlin feels, is the greater acceptance
these days of different or unorthodox artistic expression by the general public.
"The public is more open to different themes, different subjects,
and is more progressive concerning matters that are loosely called
'moral issues,' " he said. "I don't
(See CARLIN'S, Page B-2)

Progress staff report
In an uncontesled campuswide
election held Tuesday. Kay Green and
Ron Henrich became president and
vice president, respectively, of the
university's Residence Hall Association.
Both Green and Henrich met the
eligibility requirements for RHA officers, which include serving in RHA
for two semesters, living in a residence
hall and owning at least a 2.3 GPA.
Green served as secretary of RHA
and Henrich as policy commi uee chairman during the 1988-89 school year.
Vote totals were not released according to Karen Abernathy, current
RHA president.
Green's current position will be
filled this fall by Missy Tipton. Frank
Coffey will replace Debbie Dawson as
treasurer. Tipton and Coffey were
elected to the posts during last Monday's regular business meeting.
Green served as RHA election
committee chair last year, while Hen-

Kay Green
rich has worked as policy chairman in
drafting legislation, checking its accuracy and keeping others involved and
informed on new policy decisions.
Green will receive a $2,400 scholarship as president, while Henrich will
getS 1,200. The money is to be used by

Ron Henrich
the president and vice president to
help pay academic costs.
Henrich said Wednesday he had no
immediate plans for the coming year.
"I'm just going to talk to Kay and
see what she wants and work with
her." he said.

Hot water traps men in building

U

By Brest Risaer
News editor
Two university maintenance men
suffered bums and other minor injuries white they were making repairs to
the plumbing in Commonwealth Hall
Friday afternoon.
Clifton Webb and Tony Ray entered a pipe chase behind the showers
on the fifth floor of Commonwealth to
unclog a drain to a sewer line when a
hot water pipe ruptured, preventing
them from exiting the chase, according to Elder Gobte, assistant director
of the university's physical plant
Webb and Ray, who were coming
into contact with water as hot as 120 to
140 degrees, were rescued about 35
minutes later by Pat Lemming, a fourth
floor resident of Commonwealth.
Lemming, a fire science engineering and technology major from Dayton, Ohio, said he entered the pipe
chase, which had dimensions of about
4 feet by 20 feet, with his fireman's
r on to check on the men when he

~r

saw a hole in the water line.
"As I was stepping over it, I found
I could plug it with my foot," Lemming said. "I could plug it long enough
for the victims to crawl over me to
safety."
Just as the two men were free.
Lemming said another hot water line
burst trapping him, but his uniform
protected him from the beat.
Webb and Ray were transported by
ambulance to Pattie A. Clay Hospital,
wher • they were treated and released.
Goble said Tuesday that the men had
returned to work.
Two janitors on the fifth floor were
the first to tell hall staff what happened
and several calls were made to the
university's physical plant for assistance.
One student, John Scannell. a
Commonwealth staff assistant called
campus security and talked to dispatcher Linda Hall at 203 p.m.. according to Wynn Walker, assistant
director of public safety.

3T
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"The reason I called security is
because I knew physical plant was
coming, but I figured an officer could
get there quicker," Scannell said. "I
told her that we couldn't get in the
boiler room to turn off the water because we didn't have a key."
According to the beginning of the
tape recorded conversation between
Scannell and Hall, he identified who
and where he was and that a pipe had
burst on the fifth floor trapping two
men.
Hall then told Scannell he needed
to call 2966, the phone number for
physical plant.
Walker said the dispatcher categorized the request for help as a "maintenance problem."
"She simply didn't pick up on the
last part of the sentence that there were
two men trapped," Walker said.
Hall immediately called physical
plant about the call, but no officer was
dispatched to Commonwealth.
Walker said Hall "made a serious

mistake" and appropriate disciplinary
action has been taken against her.
Walker described Hall as a very
conscientious and experienced dispatcher, and said she was sorry for her
error. Walker said put c safety will
investigate and file a report on the
accident in Commonwealth.
Lemming, who has been a firefighter for five years including two
years of fire safety training at the university, said he followed the directives of the American Fire Safety
Technicians — to save lives, preserve
and protect property and promote
safety — when he first learned the
men were in danger.
George Dean, director of Commonwealth, also took part in the rescue
effort.
"It was pretty bad." Dean said. "I
ccmsideredua Class One emergency."
"George Dean worked real well
with me," Lemming said. "Sometimes
people panic and work against you,
but he worked real well with me."

Progress photo/Brant faanar

Pat Lemming rescued two maintenance men.
.4
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AIDS committee should be active,
meeting often and making plans
A recent study shows that the human immunodeficiency vims, or" AIDS vims," has probably reached
this campus, as we knew it eventually would.
Most students and people in general don't realize
this, or maybe they choose not to acknowledge it.
Some have changed their sexual and other habits
with the remote possibility in mind that AIDS might
someday come their way.
Others, unfortunately, believe that unless they are
homosexual or intravenous drug users, they are
protected from the AIDS virus.
It is dangerous to assume that people know better
than this because many don't.
Yes, this is an educational environment where
people are supposed to be enlightened about social,
educational and health issues.
But too many assumptions that people all ready
know all they need to have bred widespread ignorance.
University officials saw the need to take action
concerning AIDS, but they didn't see that forming
committees would not solve the problem if these
committees never met or organized procedures.

Health classes are now including AIDS education
in the curriculum, which is definitely a positive step.
Also, some residence halls are sponsoring in-hall
informational programs on AIDS.
These are undoubtedly helpful ways to spread the
true facts about AIDS and to dispel the myths.
But the committees formed specifically to study
AIDS on campus should meet. Having no new
business is no excuse. AIDS is the committees'
business, and AIDS is still a presence on campus.
These committees should meet regularly, like
twice a month or even once a week, to make sure that
each member is informed of any new developments
and so that the groups can brainstorm regularly to
conceive ideas for perpetuating AIDS education.
Don't get us wrong. We acknowledge the existing efforts to educate the university community
about AIDS, and we applaud the parties that developed these programs.
But discovering that committees formed specifically to educate us and attempt to protect us from a
I'm a sucker for contests. I've
deadly disease are stagnant is disheartening and
bought chances, thrown baseballs at
frankly, frightening.
targets and guessed how many jellybeans were in the jar all my life.
Although I've never won at any of
these endeavors, there's something
about the possibility of winning that's
But the boundaries change so often that no one alluring.
Even when I know beyond a doubt
knows what is good enough. A detail in a politician's
past like smoking marijuana in college might be that my money's gone forever, I enjoy
laughed at one moment and considered gravely the few minutes or days of thinking I
might get lucky this time.
important the next.
And when I find out I'm a few
Or a candidate for vice president who liked to
bucks
poorer and as unlucky as ever,
goof off in college and didn't care much about
I'm not really upset. Those dreams of
grades would be called a typical American boy on a the Bahamas and Cancun or a tree
Wednesday and a political outcast on a Saturday.
manicure are not lost. They simply
What about John F. Kennedy, who supposedly become fond memories. My time in
had a flaming affair with Marilyn Monroe right the sun.
under his wife's and the nation's noses?
Now the lottery has been sent to
Few people now are qualified to say whether make life more interesting. I wasn't
Kennedy's personal life affected the way he gov- sure if I agreed with the idea when it
erned our country. He was so well-liked that no one was first proposed, but now that k's a
reality, I've jumped on the bandwagon,
then or now really cares about this question.
The key to this whole problem is that politicians or the poverty caravan, as the case may
be.
are winners and losers in popularity contests.
Because of my breakneck schedPeople liked Kennedy, so he never hit a snag. ule, I haven't had ume to comer the
People want to dislike Dan Quayle, so they make fun market on those multi-colored, shiny
of his supposed ignorance, which is based only on paper dream weavers.
rumors about his carefree college days.
I bought my first at Kroger while on
Ronald Reagan managed to elude all tough ques- an innocent shopping jaunt. Cautiously
tions about the Iran-contra affair because so many I scratched away the covering 10 repeople liked him.
If we're going to have guidelines and strict moral
codes of conduct, let's have them apply to everyone
or not have them at all. We don't like people changing the rules on us.
And let's face it: What we think and how we react
influence the world.

Contests: fun even if you lose
moments of glory worth the pain
Whatnot

Standards for officials change a lot
Politics and government have long been ridden
with controversy and rumors. Much of the talk has
proved to be based on fact, while some has been
smoke with no fire.
More and more lately, political leaders have been
exposed to be corrupt, or at least corrupt in society's
increasingly strict moral judgement.
The latest to disappoint us is House Speaker Jim
Wright.
Wright has long been a leader of the Democratic
Party, speaking on behalf of the Democrats at historical moments like presidential inaugurations.
Now he is accused of a long list of governmental
rule violations, marring his career forever.
John Tower is another example. Alcohol and
womanizing brought about his downfall and destroyed his chance to be secretary of defense for a
country that desperately needs a strong defense
secretary now.
Neither of these men should have done what they
did. Not only was it foolish business, but it was
careless, which is not a good word to associate with
national leaders.
But how much blame can we place on these men
and others like them who have fallen short of being
ideal for the jobs for which they aspired when the
signals we send them and the things we expect of
them so often change?
We concede that a political leader should be
morally and mentally sound as well as knowledgeable about the area he wants to work in.

veal the magic numbers one row at a
time.
I knew I wouldn't win. Life didn't
happen that way for people like me. I
was just a quiet, diminuu' ve-bul-somelimes-spunky, blend-into-the-crowd,
all-American girl withatypical middle
class background.
I won a dollar!!
Believe me, I was inspired. I
proudly sauntered over to the cashier's window to claim my winnings,
feeling a little shy in spile of my tremendous good fortune and the glow
that came with it.
After collecting my prized dollar
bill. I headed for the car with a spring
in my step.
*T m good at this," I thought "Yeah.
I'm gonna win $5,000."
Since then, I've only bought four
or five tickets, and I've won a couple
dollars.
I still haven't won $3,000. but I'm

In other words

Spring Week positive for campus
If you haven't purchased tickets to see George
Carl in's comedy concert tonight, drop the paper and
go straight to the Coates Administration Building to
do so.
No longer can we talk about lack of activities on
campus when this week has been jammed full of
concerts, movies, comedians and other Springfest
events. Thanks' to student groups throughout campus,
this annual event has become a week of memories
for students, personnel and the Richmond community.
Each participating organization is making an admirable attempt to send the university seniors out
with a bang, and we should be an active part.
If we were attending any other Carlin performance, we would be paying $20. For half the price, the
university community can attend, and as students,
we pay only $6.
Carlin is appearing at 7:30 p.m. in McBrayer
Arena.
As a warm-up to the infamous Las Vegas come-

Amy Caudill

dian, a Twister game is being coordinating in hopes
that the world's record for the most participants will
be broken.
The Meditation Chapel will host the event from 4
p.m. to 6 p.m.
And believe it or not, events have been scheduled
for the weekend in a brave attempt to coax the
suitcasers to spend these three days on campus.
Since the voices of home are probably beckoning
students already, the upcoming three days have been
dubbed Little Sibs Weekend so the family can pack
their suitcases and travel here this time.
Movies, clowns and free meals have been planned
for little brothers and sisters who come to campus.
They can even get a whiff of the school spirit by
attending Friday's baseball game and Saturday's
Maroon and White spring football game.
Closing out the week, major league baseball
player Doug Flyrm will lead an inspirational service
at 10 a.m. Sunday in the Ravine.
As a tribute to our peers who have put in many
hours to make Springfest week a success, let's make
its last four days the best

To the editor:
As a transferring sophomore I
dreaded standing in registration line
because I knew what awaited me on
the inside of Combs 219: my section
number decorating the inner wall! I
prepared myself, schedule book in
hand, to whip up a whole new schedule
with newly discovered (by me)classes.
Things were fine. I'd just take the
courses on my planned schedule later.
How I envied the seniors for their
"worry-free" registration day.
I am now one of those seniors I so
envied (a second semester senior with
one more semester of classes). A few
weeks ago I picked up my fall schedule book and was terrified to find my
initial. R, beside April 10th, the what?
Beside the fjpjirjh. day of registration!

To report a news story or idea:

During the next few days I saw my
advisor, made out my workable schedule, contemplated changing my last
name, and prayed I wouldn't have to
go pleading for overrides. All was in
vain because four of my only remaining classes needed for student teaching in the spring were closed! I had to
talk k> somebody. I did. Twice. She
simply had me sign a list for the classes
I needed. I am at this point registered
for only one of my needed classes. I
have no idea, no guarantee, that I can
get my needed classes. Having no clue
as lo where lo make living arrangements. I am simply wailing.
"When will I know what's offered
in the summer?" we all asked early in
the semester. Some of the classes being
offered in my college aren't listed in
the summer schedule book. As a senior many outer questions come to mind:

Guidelines for letters to the editor
Letters submitted for puMicauon
should by typed and double-spaced
They should be no longer than 250
words. The Progress may condense
letters over 250 words. However,
grammar, punctuation and spring
wiD not be changed or corrected.
Letters should be addressed to Ow
newspaper and mast contain das an*
thor's address and telephone aaan-

ber. Letters must also indude the au- form of an editorial or essay. Those
thors signature Carbon copies, interested in writing a "Your Tum"
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i will not be accepted.
and columns should be mailed to The
The Piogn— uses its own judg- Eastern Progress , 117 Donovan
a»l to determine if a letter is libel- Annex. Eastern Kentucky Univerous or ■poor taste and reserves the sity. Rkhmond. Ky. 40475.
right to reject any letter.
The deadline for submitting a letThe Progress also gives readers ter for a specific issue is noon Mon1
to express more de- day prior to Thursday's publication.
■a
Letters and columns wil be
printed in accordance win available
should be in *e space.
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Is it possible lo gradual- from this
university without changing your
name? Why do R's come after W's,
X's, Y's. and Z's? Why can't all second semester seniors register first?
Can die major problems of the registration system ever be solved? Does
my college (education) need more
faculty? (With only 2-4 sections of my
needed classes being available, the
answer to this question appears lo be
yes!)
This can't be legal! Juniors registering before seniors whose last names
just happen to fall somewhere toward
the end of the alphabet? Juniors taking
my place?
1 am only asking to graduate on
ume!
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Topaaceaaad:

News

The Easier* Progress t
its readers to write letters K> ere editor
on topics of Merest to the university

going to. You wait and see.
Looking back, I guess I have won a
few times at games of chance. That
must be what keeps me going.
Why, just last fall, I won a kitchen
timer (you know, a miniature of "Like
sands through die hourglass, so...")
at my cousin's baby shower.
I gave all the correct parts of a
baby's body in answer to clues like "a
church" — temple, of course.
I once won about $16 in an NCAA
basketball tournament pool. I happened to draw the winning team out of
ahat.
Or was that someone else? Maybe
I got vicarious satisfaction from seeing a friend take home the big bucks.
A few days ago, my fiance and I
entered a contest at a local restaurant
to win an all-expense paid trip to the
Bahamas.
We could handle a honeymoon on
a tropical island, especially since we
won't get one at all unless God himself hands one down from the wild
blue yonder or we win a contest
Like all the others, this entry will
probably turn into a memory or soon
be lost among the other chicken sandwich, large fries and diet cola lunches.
Or maybe not I've got a good feeling about this one.
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ByBHILackey

Michelle Johnson, Junior, English,
Richmond:
Tm cruising on fumes."
KeDey McNabb, sophomore, nursing, Berry:
"I just buy the super unleaded becausg
it's all the same."

Ray
Craft
Rachel Ray, senior, sports aapcrviskm. Hazard:
'Taking the downhill route to campus."
Penny Craft, junior, ■laraaag, Casfjptoa:
"I buy gas here because it's cheaper
than at home."
Johnson

Browa

Shawn Browa, freshman, accounting, Winchester:
"I charge if
Steven Banks, freshman, finance,
Winchester:
"Ride a bicycle and walk a lot"

McNabb

Life as public servant too tough
After changing roles with Dr. Thomas Myers, vice president of student
affairs, two weeks ago, I've given a lot
of thought to public service. Then, I
went to the library and looked through
a bunch of daily metropolitan newspapers, and now 1 have second thoughts.
I'd rather write about public figures
than be written about by these people
called journalists.
Look at the problems our Congressmen, stale legislators, judges. President George Bush and others must
wrangle with on a daily basis.
If the U.S. economy goes belly up
like so many doomsayers are predicting, then the rest of the world will most
likely follow us into economic oblivion.
How can Federal Reserve Board
chairman Al Greenspan go to sleep at
night knowing that another raise in
interest rates will prevent young
couples from buying their rust home
or put a savings and loan out of business?
Our foreign-policy makers have
gone through a real mess lately, ban
tries to become more friendly and more
civilized until Salman Rushdie comes
along with a book called "The Satanic
Verses."
The Soviet Union is trying to open
up its society and allow for movement
of ideas and people. Gorbachev has
also ordered cutbacks in military personnel on duty and in the production of
uranium.
Yet. they continue to bug our
embassy in Moscow and have cracked

My Turn

Brent Risner
down on demonstrations in some
Soviet republics. What course are we
supposed to pursue with this superpower? I'm all for peace, but I'll leave
the answer to that question with Bush
arid Secretary of Stale James Baker.
Looks like the debate on abortion
has heated up more than ever, 16 years
after the Roe vs. Wade decision. Not
loo many people think the Supreme
Court will overturn that decision, but
it seems the and-abortion forces have
had an influence on the Court and the
While House in recent years.
How would you like to be the justice who must break a 4-4 decision on
the abortion question? I know I
wouldn't, but it would make for interesting editorial writing.
President Bush and Congress both
must tackle the budget deficit and have
begun intense examination of big
numbers and big programs that may
have to be cut. The elderly,
middle-income workers,children and
all segments of the population will be
affected by the 1990 budget when it's
finally approved.
While I think the seriousness of the
deficit has been grossly overstated.

Bush considers reducing it a top priority. Who wants to be the guy who
suggests Social Security, Medicare or
defense budgets must take a licking
for us to keep on ticking? Democrats
and Republicans will have to say this
in unison, but you won't hear my
voice among them.
How about the SO percent pay raise
for Congressmen and federal judges?
I'm of the opinion that this is definitely necessary to attract quality
candidates to fill these jobs, especially
considering some of our university
administrators have base salaries only
$20,000 less than our state representative.
But how can any Congressman vote
"yes" on this issue when many Americans like Eastern airlines employees
are taking pay cuts and others are
standing in the unemployment line?
Instead of thinking about national
leadership, probably I should consider
being a city council memberof a sixthclass city in Kentucky.
I could attend meetings once a
month (even if that often) and discuss
lough issues like city parks, cleaning
up streets and dogs that bark at night.
But even then, I would have to campaign for re-election every couple of
years, and that wouldn't be fun.
No, I think I'd rather take a job in
public life where I could start at rock
bottom, a job that satisfies my sports
fetish, a job that nobody wants right
now.
Anybody got CM. Newton's
phone number handy?
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door at 6S2 Brockioa.

Afffttl
Fraacai W. Brian, IS. Panama wealth
Hall, WM ailBMad on the charge of driving
under the influence.
April*:
Doa Siataaa repot
fire alarm ia the Powell
Richmond Rre Departn
alarm waa malfunctioning
April IS:
Harlaa A.

Ungoflhe
room. The
ledatnithe

th. 22. Todd HaB. wa.
ofalcoholi

Aariill:
Saaaad Bakaar. Todd Hall, reported ihat
hit vakick had been damaged while « waa
parked a) EBaadala Lot. b appeared that a
thrown bodle had damaged the fun roof of the

Tracy Daaaav Caaa Hal. reported the toft
of her pune front her room. Miniag with lac
purae waj more than $660 in jewelry.

Apr* I*
Bobby Barton reported that iraaiaai had
broken inio a file cabinet ia Room 131 of da
Begley Buildmg. Nothing waa reported aiming from the cabinet.
JohaGa^aaa.pabiicaafetyofficar.raponed
the amell of anokc cat Bat rim floor of the
Comb. Buikkng. The Richmond Hie Departing ana Ihat had burned out.
Saawa Hajaaa, Todd Han, reported me
theft of a radio from hii car while the ear vat
parked m Alumni Cofcaeum Lot.

Progress plans
salute to grads
The last issue of The Eastern Progress for this semester will be May 4.
This issue will include a special
section saluting graduating seniors
which will also be distributed graduation day. May 13.
The Progress staff will celebrate
the end of the year with an awards
banquet Thursday, May 4 during which
the news and advertising staff for 198990 will be announced.
The Progress office will be open
throughout the summer, and a summer
issue will be published.
The first issue for the fall semester
will be Aug. 24.

Clarification
In a story in the April 13 issue of the
Progress, Tom's Pizza owner Bill Ball
was incorrectly identified. Also, the
date on which the computer broke
down at Tom's was incorrectly stated

as March 24.

University to honor students Sunday
Progress staff report

The university will honor more than
200 of its outstanding students at the
annual Honors Day Sunday.
The 12:30 p.m. luncheon program
in the ballroom of the Keen Johnson
Building will include departmental
awards, scholarship awards, service
prizes and recognition of inductees to
more than 35 of the university's honor
societies.
"The students who will be recognized next Sunday at Honors Day have
made exceptional achievements in their

academic programs," said Dr. John D.
Rowlea, university vice president for
academic affaire and research and dean
of faculties.
"The campus community takes
great pride in the accomplishments of
its students, and we are always pleased
to recognize outstanding academic
performance.''
Rowlcu noted that many honors
recognize not only academic excellence but leadership and outstanding
service to the life of the university.

Thccvent is designed togive university wide and communitywide recognition to excelling university students,
he said.
Students to be honored are guests
of the university.
The program is open to parents,
relatives and friends of honored stu(fcms. Tickets arc $8 and may be bought
at the cashier's window, first floor,
Coates Administration Building or at
the Keen Johnson Building the day of
the event

DON'T SQUINT YOUR EYES...ITS NOT COOL!
Check out PROFESSIONAL TINTING by David Woolery!
•Done in compliance with the new law.

RECEIVE $5.00 OFF COUPLET*
PROFESSIONAL JOB WHEN YOU MENTION THIS AD!

With T.-f.d
WioJo-

Cmii 723*999

10 years experience * Free estimates * Unlimited warranty
—

To the
special
person
in your
office...

AAA Rent-A-Space/
Richmond U-HAUL
PLAN AHEAD FOR
YOUR MOVING NEEDS,
CONTACT AAA RENT-A-SPACE/
RICHMOND U-HAULI

Remember Secretary's Week
April 23 through April 29
Forget-Me-Not Flowers
Shopper's Village, Richmond
623-4257

PLAN AHEAD
OR
BE LEFT BEHIND.

*'

*» **

Monday - Saturday
6:00 tun. - 8.-00 p.m.

10:30 tun. - 3.00 p.m.
SHOW YOUR
EKU I.P.

Classified

We've Brewed up some really
great dollar specials:
$1.00 TGIF Party
Punch & $1.00
Cheese Burgers,
and many more
because...

Friday is

Dollar Night at our
Patio Under the Stars!
I

THE LANDING

400 Artz Drive 623-1445

■:*

m m

How about a good,
homecooked meal
for... $3.50
includes
a meat; 3
vegetables,
and a drink!

mm

It* *
J. Slitter's Mill
taV

'Scratch resistant 35% & 20% tint.

m *

*

»

HELP WANTED

OPPORTiiNrriES

GOVERNMENT JOBS! Now hiring in your area, both skilled and
unskled. FOr a Hat of jobs and
application. Cal (615) 383-2627
Ext. P 1020.

PIANO FOR SALE
RESPONSIBLE PARTY TO
TAKE UP LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS ON BEAUTIFUL
CONSOLE PIANO.
CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-346-2450

Full and part-tlma positions
available now through August
In our distribution center In
Lexington. Order, Receiving,
Shipping, and Stock Clerkaare
needed. Computer keyboard
familiarity & ten-key eklUs are
I plus. Pre-employment teat
required. Apply In person at
rVallaces College BookOonv
Mny, 928 Nandlno Blvd., Lexngton. KY.

1989 EKU. GRADUATION!!
Deal miss a special tribute to our
graduates in the May 4th Eastern
Progressl
The last issue of the Eastern
Progress is May 4th. If you donl
want to lug that kink home, place
an ad and sal Rl

Proan*»aanm*3»622-l872.
FRANK. MISS YOUII SEE YOU
SOON. LOVE. L

FREE YOURSELF. Experience
a monastic live-in program with
the Benedictine Sisters of St.
Walburg Monastery. May 26-28.
For single Catholic women.
Contact : Sr Martha WaRher.
OSB. 2500 Amsterdam Rd.. Villa
Hills. KY 41017. (606) 331 -6324
PUBLIC NOTICE!
BANKRUPTCY OF CUSTOMER
FORCES IMMEDIATE SALE OF
NEW STEEL BUILDINGS
SIZABLE DEPOSITS CREDITED
TOWARDS PURCHASE. THEIR
LOSS. YOUR GAIN. SERIOUS
INQUIRIES ONLY! 1-800-2226335.

FOR RENT

New 2 Bedroom apartments,
pool, dishwasher, etc $395.
624-2727.
Congratulate your favorite
graduate In the Prog rase Classifieds.
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Three new regents vary in background, interests
Regent
combines
business,
higher ed

Hacker
stresses
alumni
activity

By Brent Risner
By Donna Pace
News editor
Managing editor
One of the university's newly apAfter louring the university with
pointed regents is developing a history
president Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk on
Friday, Marilyn Hacker said she sees
of service to higher education on top of
an established career in Kentucky
many changes since on campus as a
1979 graduate student.
broadcasting.
Walter May
"It mixes very well," said Waller
She stressed the importance of the
May, who was appointed to the Board
university's planetarium, which is the
of Regents by Gov. Wallace Wilkin'I Want tO See anything second largest university planetarium
and 10lh Urgcst m workl
son to replace Henry Stratton.
May, SI, once owned six radio
"We have a tremendous asset right
stations in Kentucky and Tennessee well.'
here in Richmond, Ky. It's important
but has reduced his holdings to WPKE
— Walter E.May we publicize it," Hacker said.
and WDHR, both in Pikeville.
^_^______ Hacker, a 1969 graduate of the
He began his life as a broadcaster in
"™"~™"~—""™"""*"~"~ university with a bachelor's degree in
1955 as a disc jockey at WPKE before of Pikeville, but he will have to unseat business, is employed at Barbara Ricke
moving on to WKLX in Paris as gen- w c HamWey, who has held that interiors in LcxingtonT
cral manager two years later. He has position for 30 years.
She received her master's degree in
remained with radio ever since.
Even though he stays busy m both education and taught in Jefferson
May currently serves on the Board »** P*"B and Pnvato sectors, May County for a year,
of Trustees of Pikeville College, a said he can "devoie all the lime necesM[a teaching, she worked for
private four-year Presbyterian school sary" to be a regent al the university. WVLK radio in Lexington, where she
of 900 students, and has served on the
"Whatever I become involved in, I met her husband, broadcaster Ralph
Kentucky Educational Television Au- become deeply involved m," May said. Hacker,
thority for eight years.
"I think you'll find me to be an active
While he has no reason to think ihe reKenL"
She and her husband make frequent
institution is being run improperly.
May said he wants the university to «"PSloUieuniversityforsportsevents,
May said he could bring good man- offer academic programs in fields snc saiaagement experience with him when he whcrc students can find an abundance
"There's nothing like those footbecomes a regent.
of jobs and ihinks it should lake an ball games," Hacker said. "I'm anx•Tm a businessman and a broad- aggressive approach with the gover- ious to put ihe basketball program on
easier," he said. "I want to see any- nor and the slate to increase appropria- that level."
Hacker served on the Alumni Asthing I'm associated with run well." tions, if it isn't already.
"I think the way to impress (Wilk- sociation Board for five years and was
Dr. Bill Owens, in his fourth year as
president of Pikeville College, said inson) and get more money for the a member when Funderburk came to
May has been an excellent trustee, institution is to do a good job and be the university,
good stewards of the money we now
— .
- - .
. .
once serving as board chairman.
She
*!**".*"* »s ihe best
"Waller is a very creative person have." May said. "He is a businessand has a lot of good ideas, particularly man,and 5.looksatthe bottom line." «^urce for continued improvement
According to me Kentucky Regis- b^mh.lto«mademoneianly «d
in the areas of public relations and
try
of Election Finance. May never lhrough
£"££?* promoUon »
marketing," Owens said of the
ros ecuvc studenls
made a cash contribution to Wilkin- P P
well-known broadcaster.
son for the 1987 primary or general Hacker was appointed by Gov.
Owens said May was interested in elections.
Wallace Wilkinson on March 15, requality education and would be "a
May said he met Wilkinson during placing nine-year regent Robert
very active and involved board mem- the primary campaign and became a Bcgley.
ber" at the university.
supporter thereafter.
Hacker, whose only child. Heather,
Ironically, Stratton is also a trustee
May is divorced and has four chil- attends junior high with Wilkinson's
at Pikeville College.
dren, three daughters and a son, rang- son, described the two families' relaMay is also campaigning for mayor ing from ages 12 to 28.
tionship as one of "good friends."

I'm associated with run

"*

*■

-

Karl Kuhn
takes over
as regent
for faculty
ByAmyCaudiU
Editor
Karl Kuhn, professor of physics
and astronomy, will lake the reins as
the newest faculty regent in six years
at Saturday's Board of Regents meeting.
Kuhn won a runoff election against
Marilyn Hacker
Bonnie Gray, professor of philosophy
and religion who has been faculty
regent for the past six years.
of Louisville and a gradu'There's nothing like ate Aofnative
St Xavier High School in Louthose football games,' isville, Kuhn obtained his bachelor's
Hacker said. Tm anxious degree in physics from Bellarmine
his master's in physics from
to put the basketball College,
Ihe University of Kentucky and his
program on that level.' doctorate in higher education from UK.
taught at the university a
— Marilyn Hacker totalHeofhas
25 years, having taught for two
years in 1963-64 and 1964-65 and
taken a year off to work as an engineer,
With her home and professional reluming to the university in 1966.
life. Hacker said there was no time for
While at the university, Kuhn has
actively participating in politics.
served on faculty senate for two terms
Ralph Hacker, a Republican, sup- and ihe general education committee
ported Wilkinson, a Democrat, in his for the College of Natural and Mathecampaign.
matical Science for at least 10 years.
Kuhn also served on ihe tenure
According to Ihe Kentucky Registry of Election Finance, he contrib- standards committee from 1982 to
uted $500 to the governor's campaign 1984, the faculty staff advisory committee for the presidential search in
in Ihe 1987 primary election.
1984 and the Honors Program adviThere were no records of any con- sory committee.
tributions given by Mrs. Hacker.
As faculty regent, Kuhn said he
In her spare time, Hacker enjoys was concerned with providing inforhobbies that correspond with her inte- mation on Ihe university to the members of the board who are not directly
rior design profession.
connected to the university.
"I enjoy sewing, cross stitch and
Only the faculty regent, student
arts I can do with my hands," Hacker regent and the president have a direct
said.
link with Ihe university, while the rest
Donna Dixon, assistant to the gov- of the members are employed elseernor's boards and commissions, said where.
"Each of us have a different perWilkinson based his decision primarily on Hacker's continued interest in spective on the way we see the university and what it's doing," Kuhn said.
Ihe university.
Kuhn said he thought it was impor"Mrs. Hacker and Mr. May are
well-qualified." Dixon said. "The tant for all regents to remember that
governor feels they will be an asset to the primary purpose of the university
is to educate students.
Eatcm's board."

Karl Kuhn
As for changes he'd make or policies he'd continue from Gray'* service, Kuhn said Gray had a good rapport
with regents and with Ihe administration.
Gray was also interested in high
academic standards, Kuhn said, as
evidenced by her involvement in the.
Honors Program.
Kuhn said he would make no major
changes from Gray's policies, but he
would probably see some things differently than she.
"Both of us represent the mainstream of faculty," Kuhn said.
Kuhn said he was interested in
recruiting quality students to the university.
The university itself doesn't need
much improvement, Kuhn said.
"I like Eastern. I'm an Eastam
supporter," he said.
However, more cooperation between faculty and ihe administration
would be a positive step, Kuhn said.
This has been improving in the past
few years, he said.
"We would benefit by more emphasis on academic standards and
quality and recruitment of good students," Kuhn said.
Kuhn said he decided to run for
faculty regent because members of the
College of Natural and Mathematical
Sciences asked him to.
"I was asked to run by some faculty
in this college, and I think that I can
represent the mainstream of the faculty and present a faculty point of
view to the regents," as well as to the
university and the community as a
whole, Kuhn said.

s 112 St. George

^bmrttrt*^
HAIR AND SKIN CARE

Student Discounts
On Cut And Style
$3.00 Off
$3.00 Off
Ladles' Cut
Men's Cut
$5 0Q 0ff
I
Ladjes' Cut And Style
j

I
¥

EASY CREATIONS
CRAFTSHOP

"Homemade gilts from the heartr
Come in and see our great selection Of
handmade gifts & craft items.
Make something special for
spring decor
* decorated hats
* spring wreaths
* wooden items
ASK ABOUT
Spring Is •vrywhf!
CRAFT CLASSES!

¥
¥ Shoppers Village. Eastern By-Post

62 3-59 0 4

You just can't
stop yourself.
WilhaJI you can «alol Fluffy Pancakes
* Crispy Bacon * Spicy Sausage •
Fresh Fruit • Homestyk Hash Browns
* Scrambled Eggs *
Warm Biscuits and Gravy ■

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

At ii», Boy's All "ibu Can ta\ Breakf&g and Fruit Bat you cam
help but Iwlp ynurecll And now h«fc> youivll to ^cai wings too

Expires 4/28/89
Good Monday - Friday

60 Coffee with
purchase of
Breakfast Bar

Domino's Pizza Presents

ONE 12"
ONE
TOPPING
PIZZA

ONE-STOP
COPY SHOP
We copy, collate, bind, staple, fold, cut,
drill, and pad.
We make enlargements, reductions,
transparencies, and overlays.
We have typewriters, layout facilities, and
design assistance.
We take passport and I.D. photos.
We sell paper, pens, tape, and other office
supplies.
We are open early, open late, and open
Saturdays.
We are your one-stop copy shop.

kinko's
Richmond Mall

624-0237

■■

^

^

^

^

O'RILEYS PUB

EVERY MONDAY
3 GREAT
COMEDIANS

Additional Toppings .50$ each.
Hurry! Limited time only.
CalLus;

623-0030
119 South Collins

Drivers carry less than $20.00.
Limited delivery area. 1089Domino'a Pizza Inc.
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UK reports radon problems
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GO fly a kite!

•»4-

Progress photo/Charlie BoHon

Jessica Lyons, a freshman from Lexington, took advantage of the warm, windy day to fly
a kite Monday on the Model Laboratory School field.

University to honor 10 alumni
Progress staff report
The university will recognize 10
of its alumni for outstanding achievement in their professions April 29
during Alumni Day.
Those who will be inducted into
the university's Hall of Distinguished
Alumni during evening ceremonies in
the ballroom of the Keen Johnson
Building include the following:
• Mary D. Hunter, class of 1943 and
1954, of Richmond, a retired educator
who received her degree in elementary
education from the university and
taught in both the Madison County
School system and the Richmond City
School system from 1937-87.
• Brig. Gen. Merwyn L. Jackson,
class of 1958, of Richmond, serves as
assistant division commander for the
100th Training Division headquartered
in Lousivillc. He received his degree
in social science at the university and
has served for more than 31 years in

By Ton Packet!
StafT writer
While disturbing levels of radon
gas have been detected at one Lexington location, the university has no plans
to check for radon on its grounds.
Tests conducted recently at the
University of Kentucky revealed elevated levels of lethal radon gas in three
different campus buildings, according
to spokesman Bernie Vonderheide.
Radon is a colorless, odorless and
tasteless gas released by the natural
decay of uranium; gas produced in
underlying soils has been found to
enter existing structures through drains,
sumps, joints and tiny cracks or pores
in concrete walls and floors.
Radon continues to decay after
being inhaled, releasing in the process
small bursts of energy that can damage
lung tissue and lead to increased risk
of cancer. Scientists estimate that between 5,000 and 20,000 lung cancer
deaths each year in the United States
may be attributable to radon exposure.
The tests at UK revealed moderately elevated levels of radon in the
lowest floors of the Gillis Building
and Pence Hall, while the basement of
the Administration Building was found
to contain almost 100 times the natural
indoor level estimate of the Environmental Protection Agency.
A fact guide produced by the EPA
compares and equates the risk of lifelong exposure at that level to undergoing 20.000 chest x-rays every year.
Vonderheide said UK began retesting the three buildings immediately after receiving the initial report
and that results of the follow-up tests
will not be available for three months.
"If it is found that those high levels
are present, we'll take action to correct

member of the EKU Society of Fellows. She also served from 1982-84
on the Council on Higher Education.
• Henry Hacker, class of 1931, of
Clearwaler, Fla.. a longtime educator,
spent 18 years as a teacher, coach and
principal in Kentucky, and the last 23
years as principle of Seminole Elementary in Florida.
• Alois Mclntyre Moore, class of
1965, of Hazard, serves as Perry
County Property Valuation Administrator, a post she has held since 1981.
She is a former member of the univer(Continued from Page One)
sity's Board of Regents.
• Preston P. Nunncllcy, class of were not to be posted until a week
1964, of Lexington, a physician who later.
has held many civic and professional
The following day, Childress told
offices and honors.
the Progress some of his goals if
• Cart H. Scott, class of 1947, of elected.
Lexington, a pediatric physician and
Wimbcrly said she didn't attend the
an associate professor of pedriatries at meeting in which Childress announced
the University of Kentucky College of his candidacy but read about it in the
Medicine.
Progress.
After Wimbcrly filed a complaint
against Childress, he filed one against
her, claiming that she changed running males after collecting her 200
signatures and tampered with her petithe bar, but it decided this was not a per day, or $350 total, to recover 10 tion and that her party's GPAs should
violation of the disorderly premises days of the suspension and reopen be checked.
portion of Kentucky Revised Statute their business.
Senate's committee on elections
244.
Jerry Anderson, the attorney repre- met to consider both complaints and to
The Luxons were also found not senting the Luxons, said Tuesday his cither dismiss or accept them.
guilty of operating a disorderly bar client would "more than likely " appeal
All allegations except the GPA
Nov. 17. During that evening, an the ABC's decision to Franklin Circuit requirement were dismissed, and
employee of J. Sutler's in charge of Court
Wimbcrly was disqualified because
crowd control allegedly assaulted a
According to the ABC, the suspen- her running mate DeWane Haley's
patron who was "apparenUy intoxi- sion of the bar owner's license cannot GPA was below 2.25.
cated and became loud."
go into effect until an appeal is reJoe Miller, chair of the elections
committee, did not vole because he is
Leslie Cole, director of ABC en- solved.
Anderson said he was pleased that a member of Childress' fraternity.
forcement, ordered the suspension of
J. Sutler's retail drink liquor license the court dismissed the two allegations Lambda Chi Alpha, and he said he felt
and retail beer license for 20 days.
of operating a disorderly bar, charges the matter might be a conflict of interThe two licensees cannot sell, serve he considered more serious than serv- est
The flier Wimberly passed out
or deliver alcohol during the first 10 ing free alcohol to minors.
"We really thought the other charges Tuesday during the election asked
days of the suspension, which begins
Tuesday and ends May 5. They will were interrelated and would be dis- questions such as why members of
Childress' fraternity were on the
have the option of paying fines of $35 missed also," Anderson said.

the U. S. Army and the Army Reserve.
• Robert A. Babbage Jr., class of
1973, of Lexington, elected State
Auditor of Public Accounts in 1987,
has held a variety of posts in business
and public service and was a member
oftheLexingtonFayetteUrbanCounty
Council from 1982-88.
• Hiram M. Brock Jr., class of 1939,
of Harlan, an attorney who became
Kentucky's youngest state legislator
in 1942, served as a county attorney
from 1950-54 and served as mayor of
Harlan from 1963-70.
• Ralph Gilbert, class of 1956 and
1959. of Radcliff, served from 1960 to
his retirement in 1985 as principal of
Pierce Elementary School in Fort
Knox. He continues to shared teaching
and care-giving skills even though
paralized by Lou Gchrig's Disease.
• Elizabeth Park Griffin, class of
1952, of London, served as a director
of the EKU Foundation and as a

The board ruled last week that J.
Sutler's Mill was in violation of the
law because Kenneth Luxon provided
free alcoholic beverages to five
18-year-old females, all university
students, the evening of Dec. 6. Serving free drinks and serving to persons
under 21 are both violations of Kentucky law.
The ABC board also found that
during the same evening, an employee
of J. Sutler's had "sexual relations"
with a patron in a back stockroom of

FORMU-3

WEGrfTFtDUCTION
SYSTEMS OF
AMERICA INC.
Invites you to interview
with one of the fastest
growing franchise
companies in the nation.
We are looking for
energetic, goal-oriented,
enthusiastic people.
Positions now available
for counselors. Enjoy
paid training, salary plus
commission and bonuses.
at 624-TRIM.

Call Sue at:

624-TRIM
MOVING?
or mayba you

"That committee would review the
beat information available on the
subject, determine if the types of structures we have on cam pus are in need of
testing and then they would put in
place the procedures for testing and
their recommendauons for the results.''
Larry Westbrook, the chair of the
committee, was out of town and could
not be reached for comment
McLean said the safety committee
is understaffed, and often relies on
full-time professors to carry out such
procedures as testing for gaseous contaminants.
Vonderheide said the tests at UK
were conducted with money drawn
from the university's general contingency fund and an ongoing series of
tests over the next year would include
all of the buildings on the UK campus,
as well as those on community college
campuses.
While the EPA continues to develop a national program to deal with
radon assessment art mitigation, many
individual stales have developed their
own programs to oversee the testing of
public buildings. Kentucky, however,
has no direct mandate requiring -radon
tests.
Carl Noe, the environmental supervisor at the Madison County Health
Department, said the health department would provide concerned individuals with referral lists of private
contractors certified by the EPA to
perform radon reduction procedures.
He said testing kits were available
at many local hardware stores for $10
to $50, although additional fees are
often required for results analysis.

committee and why she was disqualified when her GPA was above 2.25.
Wimberly was present most of the
day, telling her story to voters and
asking them to write her name on the
ballot for president
Childress and Keith will preside
over Tuesday's senate meeting and
begin selecting cabinet members soon.
New senators will be present at
Tuesday's meeting also, and Childress
and Keith will begin to familiarize
themselves with the new senate.
"There'll be a lot of house cleaning
at first" Children and.
Managerial matters like selecting
secretaries for the senate office will
also be dealt with before much legislation lakes place, he said.
Keith said he'd begin work on student directories soon and begin planning upcoming retreats for senators.
He said he and Childress would basically get their "feet wet" for the first
few weeks.
Childress said he was happy with
the number of voters who turned out
and that having Spring Fling the same
day in the Powell Plaza and having
pleasant weather helped bring people
out to vote.
"It turned out well. I was very, very
pleased by the number of people who
supported us," Childress said.
Current Student Association Presi-

dent Hunter Bales and Childress garnered more voles in their win last year,
but Childress said this year's election
was less interesting to voters because
there was only one party on the ballot
Below are names of students winning senate seats in the nine colleges.
AttM Health
and Nurslng
Julie Bird
Karen Ray
Kim Bellucci
MeliiM Braughlon
Mau Cornwall
Elaine Rolenkoder

Richard Johnson
EdacattM
Connie Rush

Applied Alia
and TedmokifT
Bobfai French
Dewayne Jahnian
Belinda Drake
Shannon Finn
Angle Willii
Tammy Arnold

Law Earasxsasaal

Health, Physical
Kdaceuoa, Rarxaattsa
and Athletics
Heather Shockey

John Clark
Ron Jackson
David Dearborn
Nataralaad
Mathematical Sciences
Susan McLaren
Rena Murphy
Beth Martin
Julie Burnett

Arts and
Humanities
Shannon McComai
Social and
John Williamson
BeaavUral Sciences
Ann Reckwiih
Business
Becky Dierig
Steven Cox
KentHaaery
Matt Evans
Allison Greene
Virginia White
Mike Bunkley
Undeclared
Doug Phillips
I .sum Edwards
Kevin Boncta
Julie Tucker
Kerry Sigler
Kim Jarboe
Jen* lloagland

V4>4>4>***4)f«
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STUM! SPECIAL

Two Tacos
Wiiamtf&*+?™!& with choice of
Rice or Beans
LIIIIIII..----

[,Corner of First ond Wow
Richmond. Ky 40475

Super SCLIBI
Select or add-on to your pattern of world famous Noritike
Dinnerware now during our
Super Sa/e of settings, sets
and special-order open stock
accessory pieces. Save as well
on Noritake Crystal,
Casual Glassware
and Ciftware

\
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EKU I.D.

Would Walt Whitman
Be Allowed to Teach
English in Kentucky?

SOFT
CONTACT
LENSES

Walt Whitman was Gay.
He was also one of
America's greatest poets.

$490°

If he were alive today, some
people would not let him be
a teacher.

would Uk* to
•tor* your thins*
tor th« summer.

with thit coupon!

That Isn't right.

FOR A FREE
ESTIMATE
CALL
VINCENT FMTER.
INCORPORATED

V
^
*
Si

COLLECT 606-286-21 S3

Teacher's should be Judged
solely by their ability to
teach, not whether they
are heterosexual or
homosexual.

2021/2
South
Third St.

SOUTHLAND OPTICAL
Winners Circle Plaza
EKUBy-Pasa

LEXINGTON GAY/LESBIAN
SERVICES ORGANIZATION
P.O. Box 11471
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safety.

Childress, Keith win senate offices

Bar found guilty of some charges
By Brent Risner
News editor
Kenneth and Billy Luxon, who
operate J. Sutler's Mill, have been
found guilty of some charges brought
against them by the Alcoholic Beverage Control Board in February.

the piobksB by ventilating or sealing
op the affected areas," he said.
Environmental health professor
John McLean pointed out that the presence of radon in residential structures
poses a greater threat to health than it
does in other locations because the
length of the exposure is an important
factor in determining risk.
"But for persons who spend a great
deal of their time working in contaminated buildings, you're talking about a
lung cancer risk at least as high as that
associated with cigarette smoking."
said McLean, a member of the university's safety and health committee.
McLean also said that the grabsampling tests commonly used to check
indoor radon levels could be inaccurate in many situations.
"All those tests can tell you is how
much of the gas was present during a
particular time, under a particular set
of circumstances," McLean said. "But
suppose one day you have fairly low
(atmospheric) pressure—then the gas
will be seeping out of the ground at
higher levels."
The EPA recommends that test
results such as those obtained at the
UK Administration Building should
be verified by follow-up examinations,
and if accurate, measures to alleviate
the situation should be undertaken
within three months.
Dr. Doug Whitlock, executive
assistant to university president Dr. H.
Hanly Funderburk, said this week that
he had no knowledge of any plans to
lest for radon on the university campus.
Whitlock said responsibility for
initiating such a program would fall in
the hands of the safety and health
committee of the division of public
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ACT rep focuses on recruitment,
retention of minority students
ByRaaCanMy

Bob Babbage

Hunter Bates talks with Gary Cox, chair of the CHE.

Senate hosts leadership conference;
Babbage, Patrick among speakers
By Donna Pace
Managing editor
The student senate hosicdlhc stale's
Student Government Association
Conference Friday through Sunday,
with speakers including Gary Cox,
executive director of the Council on
Higher Education, and Bob Babbage,
state auditor.
Every state university sent representatives except Kentucky Stale
University.
Hunter Bates, student senate president, helped coordinate the conference with senators Marsha Whatley
and Amber Morris.
The most substantial contribution
the conference had in terms of coordination between the schools was the
approval of a new constitution for the
student government presidents. Bates
said.
The presidents altered their

constitution, which defines them
mostly as an advisory group to make
them more representative and active.
"This year as we got more active,
we started getting into questions about
whether or not we were overstepping
our boundaries as an advisory board,"
he said. "We are hoping we will ensure our continuity and that of others
who follow us."
Cox endorsed the new constitution
and predicted the council would have
no problems with it. Bates said.

ecutive officers.
Cox. who spoke during a general
session for all participants, emphasized broadening student government
concerns to include educational issues
facing the state and "being aware of
the legislature."
Babbage's closing speech on Sunday dealt with the need for ethics and
morals in leadership positions. He
advocated standing firmly behind
beliefs and stressed a growing need
for "true" leaders.

Staff writer
An official in the American College Test program addressed a group
of university faculty March 29 concerning the recruitment and retention of minority students.
Dr. J.S. Anzalone, the assistant
vice president and regional director
of ACT'S southwest region, told
faculty how the ACT is an important tcol fcr evaluation of minority
students. The southwest region
consists of Florida, Georgia, Alabama, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, Tennessee, Mississippi and Kentucky.
Anzalone said recruitment and
retention is a commitment that institutions should make to their students and should honor.
"A student development approach toward enrolling and graduating minority students requires a
concerted focus by members of the
campus community.
"Leadership must be broadly
based and cooperative, using prag-

matic means of presenting the institution to prospective students,
recognizing and responding to thenneeds and luppcrung goals to which
the institution is committed," he
The ACT assessment is designed
and developed as an indication of
how well a student will do in college. Students are tested in four
major areas: English, math, reading and science.
According to Anzalone, the best
way lo prepare for die ACT is lo develop strong high school core
courses. He also said this stems
from good career and educational
planning in the eighth and ninth
grades, s lime he considered the
cornerstone of preparation.
Anzalone also said all institutions have an obligation to all students lo evaluate the effectiveness
of the ACT and to use the results in
a broad-based, continuous planning
and evaluating process.
According to Anzalone, more
black students graduated from high

Have
Ya
Heard.

The next annual conference will be
The presidents hope lo now be hosted by the University of Louisville
considered as a board of student body in September.
presidents.
A date close to the beginning of the
An article addressing the student fall semester was chosen so the new
presidents' views on educational re- leadership could become more active
form was also approved and is being and preparations could be made for
sent to the COHE, Gov. Wallace activities during the 1990 General
Wilkinson, legislators and other ex- Assembly, Bates said.

school in a recent 10-year period.
1975-1985. However, few black
males are entering college, something he said could be a result of a
lack of academic motivation to
unequal educational opportunities.
The design of the ACT and the
evaluation of students in college is
very important and has to answer
several questions, Anzalone said.
The program must answer questions like: Who will be assessed?
What research data will be col
lecied? What do we need to know
about the student's goals, skills,
plans and needs?
Anzalone said undergraduate
students need a personal, confident
one-to-one contaci lo excel.
Sandra Moore, director of minority affairs, agreed with Anzalone's presentation and feels the
university has been concerned with
minority students over the years.
The university showed it was
concerned with minority students
by creating this office (minority affairs)," Moore said.
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One-sixth of faculty will retire soon
(Continued from Page One)
The graduate school deans are
making sure the enrollments are adequate in engineering and the sciences,
which will play important roles in
advanced technology of the future,
Falkenberg said.
By the year 2000, the Bowen and
Schuster study also projects a rise in
the average age of faculty from 48 to
55 for tenured professors and 45 to49
for all faculty members.
The average age of faculty at this
university has risen during the last five
years from 46 to47. according to Dale
Lawrcnz, director of personnel services.
An increase of one year in the
average age is substantial, Lawrcnz
said, considering that 20 faculty
members retired last year and were
replaced with younger instructors.
"With so many retirements, it would
seem the staff would become younger
— if you replace all those 65-yearolds with 20-ycar-olds," Lawrcnz said.
Dr. David Scfton, chairman of the
history department, prefers to describe
his faculty members as "most experienced," rather than old.
"I don't consider them old, but

technically, they will be able to retire," he said.
Sc f ton has pointed out the statistics
to the administration, but he sees no
immediate solution in the future.
The university hires faculty only
when positions become available or
there is word that a particular position
will be available.
Hiring of instructors parallels the
enrollments of the departments. Projecting enrollment is difficult because
even though the number of students
attending the university is known, it is
impossible to calculate how students
will distribute themselves in the departments, Scfton said.
Colleges and universities that can
afford to do so are stockpiling new
faculty members — hiring them before vacancies occur—but this is not
feasible here, Scfton said.
"We have budgetary limits and so
do the other universities throughout
the state," he said. "I'd love to stock
until we were stocked over each other."
These budget limitations were reiterated by Dr. John Rowlett, vice president for academic affairs.
Rowlett said hiring extra faculty

for positions still unavailable would
be impossible when current faculty
members cannot be paid up to the
benchmark figures of surrounding
states.
Dean of the College of Education
Ken Hcnson sees the faculty shortage
as a concern, but a concern that is
being monitored.
Finding qualified personnel is a
challenge becoming more difficult
across the country, Hcnson said. "But
as soon as a position is vacated, we fill
it It won't slip up on us."
While colleges and departments arc
confronting the reality of a faculty
shortage, the College of Allied Health
and Nursing's 74-member staff is
approaching only two retirements in
the next five years.
A substantial reason is the relative
youth of the nursing field in the academic world, according to Dr. David
Gale, dean of the college.
"The nursing programs of the 1950s
and early 60s were based only in hospitals," Gale said. "In the 60s, there
wasa transition from the clinical world
to the academic world, when degrees
became a necessity."
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Dupree organizes
minority affairs office
By Brent Rlaaer
News editor
Dupree Hall became the first rcsidence hall in university history to ereale a student minority affairs office as
a part of its student government systern.
The Dupree Hall Council voted to
establish an office of student minority
affairs last month and elected Stewart
Peoples, a junior journalism major from
Lexington, as its first director.
He will be working with Sandra
Moore, director of minority affairs;
David King, Dupree Hall Council
president; and Steve Parsons, Dupree
Hall director, in developing minority
participation and addressing minority
concerns in residence hall life.
"What I'm hoping will happen is
each residence hall council will have
an office of student minority affairs,"
Parsons said.
Goals for the new office include
recruiting minority students into hall
government, judicial board and resident assistant positions, to conduct
programs and activities in Dupree Hall
lhai would serve its minority students,
and to provide services that would
further their educational and career
plans.
Parsons said the hall council is
considering a minority study room in
Dupree, and a "Minority Spotlight"
where minority students can express
their concerns and ideas in an open

IBM site manager
speaks on campus

forum, which was held Tuesday in
Dupree.
Moore said the new office would
serve as "a direct line between the
minority affairs office and the residence hall" and would help them "work
together programmaiically."

Joshi says competition hurting America

"I would be a supporter of any
residence hall that would want to do
this.'' Moore said, adding that such a
step should not be taken by a hall if
there wasn't a need for it
Jeannette Crockett, dean of student
life, said she supported what Dupree
did.
Crockett said the new office should
be evaluated after its first year to determine the need for it and for others like
it in more residence halls.
"Dupree has a very progressive hall
council and a very dedicated hall council adviser (Parsons)," she said.
Dupree currently has a position
open for an assistant student adviser,
who serves as a counselor to defendants in judicial board proceedings.
Parsons said he would like to see
minority students fill that position and
others because their peers need role
models in student government.
He also sees minority students who
have the talent and qualities to become
RAs in the hall, "but it's just a matter
of convincing them that the advantages outweigh the liabilities," he said.

ROCkin' reptile
Progress photo/ Mark ComaMaon
Bill Castleman, foreground, a freshman nursing major from
Dayton, Ky., lets his pet iguana, Tito, rest on his shoulder
and watch the Dave Wopat concert Sunday in the Ravine.

Fire in Case reveals alarm tampering
By Neil Roberts
Assistant aews editor
Evidence from a recent fire in Case
Hall shows that someone has apparently been tampering with the residence hall's alarm system, according
to Roger Mattox, director of the university's electric shop.
According to the report filed with
the university's division of public
safety, the fire apparently started when
a cigarette or match was dropped into
a cardboard canister inside the janitor's closet that contained several old
mop heads, causing the mops' strands
to smolder. The fire was extinguished
before it could spread.
Ton yaSchooicraft. a Case resident,
said she saw the smoke and she and a
friend tried three times unsuccessfully
to sound the alarm by breaking glass
panels on the wall of the first and
second floor.
After the fourth try, the alarm
sounded. Several residents broke 10
other panels before the alarm sounded.
"If something like that would have
happened in the middle of the night,
nobody would have even heard it,"
said Schoolcraft, who assisted Case
director Donna Williams and staff
members in spreading word of the fire.
"And to go around breaking three of

If something like this would have happened in

the middle of the night, nobody would have even
hoarH
it '
neara IL

— Tonya Schoolcraft,
Case Hall resident

those things and none of them work,
that's pretty bad."
Williams said the alarm sounded in
the rear wing of the residence hall, so
many students knew of the fire and
helped get others out of the building.
"This is the first time I remember
where we couldn't get the alarm to go
off at all." Williams said.
But one of the two maintenance
,.
workers who were called to Case told
public safety officers the alarm was
turned off at the time of the fare—and
not for the first time.
Mattox said the worker told him
that made four times he had inspected
the system and found thecircuit breaker
that controls the fire alarm turned off.
Mattox said the only people with
keys lo the mechanical room, where
the circuit box is located, are maintenance workers and public safety officers, neither of whom would claim
responsibility for turning the alarm
off.

Wynn Walker, assistant director of
public safety, said the only reason anyone from public safety would turn the
alarm off was to reset it.
"We don't shut it down, period,
unless it is part of the reset process,"
Walker said.
"It could have been that the mechanical room was left unlocked, and
somebody went in there and turned it
off* MaUOX ^

thing is operating properly, but it is not
possible that someone could accidenuaiy »»ve turned the breaker off.
the break"There'salidthatcoversdi
ers, so they would have to open the lid
first," Mattox said. "I don't think (hat's
what happened.
"When they set this key system up,
the only people who were supposed to
have keys were maintenance workers
and public safety, but now there's
somebody in those rooms almostcvery
day."
Mattox said the alarm system is on
now in Case, but no new inspections
are scheduled to monitor it.
"I don't see any reason why we
would do that because we couldn't
monitor it all the time," he said.

■y Nei Roberta
Assistant news editor
Dr. Kailash C. Joshi. site general
manager of IBM Corp. in Lexington,
spoke on campus April 13, pointing
out specific problems the United States
faces in the worldwide race for information and technology.
The lecture, titled "The United
States in Global Competition," was
delivered in the Posey Auditorium in
the Henry D. Stratum Building. It was
the fust in a scries of programs to be
presented at the university by IBM
personnel.
"I think it is imminent that we, as
institutions in industry, education and
government, strengthen our ties toeach . .
other because that is essential in a Kailash JOSni
changing world." Joshi told the audi- other's lawns," he said. "Manufacturence of about 300. "So I am particu- ing is the engine of an economy, and
larly pleased that in the last yearortwo science and technology are the fuels of
years, our relationships have taken on that engine. We have no choice but to
new dimensions."
concentrate on both with equal vigor."
Joshi's discussion focused mainly
Joshi concluded his lecture with a
upon now the accessibility of informa- brief discussion of his professional
tion and technology has weakened a formula for success. Communications
once dominant position the United skills, coupled with a good amount of
States held over foreign countries in knowledge in a field, he said, are the
electronic information systems.
two factors that determine how sucHe noted that in the 1950s, the cessful a person will be in his business
United Stales was four years ahead of practices.
Japan in developing integrated circuits,
He then fielded questions from the
a vital cog in the construction of these audience, made up mostly of universystems. The race is now even or sity students and faculty.
slightly in favor of the Japanese.
Joshi's presentation was the inauHe said that is the result of a flood gural address in the new EKU/IBM
of microelectronic equipment Eastern Lecture Series, announced last week
nations, seeking a foothold in the world by university President Dr. H. Hanly
economy, developed at home and Funderburk. Two lectures are schedmarketed in the United States begin- uled on campus for each coming
ning in the early 1970s.
semester.
Joshi said the United Stales must
Funderburk said he welcomed the
begin to develop a "worldwide com- opportunity to allow IBM's corporate
petitive posture" now that all nations leaders to speak to students and fac— not just Japan — are becoming ulty.
intricately involved in the global econ"We are pleased that this strengthomy.
ening of the EKU-IBM relationship
Lexington's IBM plant now mar- will result in expanded educational
keu 30 percent or more of its products opportunities for both the university
in foreign countries.
community and the community at.
Joshi said the attitude held by many large," he said.
Americans that the United Slates
More than 200 university students
should focus more highly upon being are currently employed at the Lex ing- •
a service economy than a manufactur- ton IBM plant through the univering economy is ludicrous.
sity's supplemental program, a pro"That's like two people thinking gram Joshi said has been very successthey can make a living mowing each ful.

He added that after a fire alarm is
reset by maintenance workers, who
are only called to reset the system if
public safety officers cannot, the electricity has to be turned back on to test
it
Therefore, he said, maintenance
workers would not have left the electricity off.
Mattox said three maintenance
workers enter the mechanical rooms
of each residence hall every morning
to check generators and see if every-
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Student senators Lisa Caudill, a senior from Evarts, left, and Judy Simpson, a senior
from Somerset, served free ice cream to students Tuesday in the Powell Plaza as part
of Spring Fling, one of the events of Spring Week.

Honors Program gets $39,000
By Bobbi French
Starf writer
The university's Honors Program
has received a $39,000 grant from the
National Endowment for the Humanities.
Dr. Bonnie Gray, director of the
Honors Program, said most of the
money will be spent on a two-week
faculty workshop this summer. The
purpose of the workshop is to develop
a course syllabus for next year.
"What we want to do is to work on
developing a package of courses that
have some coherence in it," she said.
Starting last fall, the Honors Program currently has 31 students. The
courses from the program fill 28 hours
of the total 53 hours of general education coursework required by the university. Honors students must take
certain courses each semester from the
time they enroll in the program.
Gray explained that she wants the
faculty teaching the Honors Program
courses to know exactly what the students were taught in previous courses.
Students not in the program have to
"pick and choose" like a "smorgasbord," Gray said. However, in the
Honors Program, the classes are already chosen for the students.
Outside consultants will attend the

two-week workshop this summer.
Because the consultants are not a
part of the university, "they truly have
the best interest of the Honors Program at heart," she said.
In its first year at the university, the
Honors Program has developed the
courses taught, selected faculty to teach
them, recruited and selected students
for the program and received a $39,000
grant
"We've had a good year," she said.
"We've accomplished a lot"
Honors Program students have different experiences than regular general education students. For instance,
they get together every three weeks for
a dinner meeting and have taken weekend trips to places like Chicago.
As director. Gray observes the
teaching of the Honors Program
courses.
"It's important to be involved in the
academic program. I don't just want to
sit over here and push paper around
and not have any idea of what's going
on in the classes," she said
Forty students can fill the available
openings in the freshman Honors
Program courses next semester, but
they must meet certain criteria.
They should have a high school

grade point average of at least a 3.5 on
a 4.0 scale, complete the Kentucky
precoUege curriculum, or its equivalent, should score at least a 25 composite on the ACT with no individual
subject score below 20.
The instructors for next fall teaching the first course in the Honors
Program, honors rhetoric, are Dr. Paula
Kopacz of the English department and
Dr. Frank Williams of the philosophy
department.
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The instructors for the students
starting their second year in the Honors Program are Dr. Richard Clewett
of the English department and Dr.
Ronald Messerich of the philosophy
department, who will be teaching a
humanities course, and Dr. James
Webb of the social science department, who will be leaching a civilization course.
All of the fall semester's honors
courses are worth three credit hours.
Gray indicated she will remain the
director of the Honors Program indefinitely.
"It would be a disadvantage to the
program to have to constantly turnover the director," she said. "I' ve been
here a year, and I'm still not sure I
have my toe baring."

Senate's busing plan stalled
By Audra Franks
Contributing writer
An act by student senate regarding
the parking problems on campus has
been tabled for two weeks because
senate failed to meet quorom, 31 students.
The proposed legislation recognizes
the parking situation on campus and is
a long-term plan to reach a solution to
the overcrowding of parking.
Scott Browder, a senator of the
College of Natural and Mathematical
Science, sponsored the act because as
a commuter, he has had to deal with
the parking situation.
"I realize the problems every day
that the students go through, and I just
thought I would try to do something
about it," Browder said.
"It is expandable; it's looking toward the future, and I just hope it goes
through," he said.
The proposal calls for the construction of a parking lot on Vickers Drive
between Pattie A. Clay Hospital and
the Madison County Ambulance Service.
It also calls for the purchase of two
buses, costing an estimated $35,000
each, to shuttle the students from the
new parking lot to campus.
The buses would stop in the park-

ing lot on Vickers Drive, at the statue
beside the Powell Building and at the
Daniel Boone statue in front of the
Keene Johnson Building.
Students would load and unload at
all three places. A bus would make
regularly scheduled stops once every
15 minutes.
"You could park, get on the bus and
be in class," Browder said. "There are
a lot of advantages."
He also said the buses would ran
the normal school hours, 7:30 a.m. to
4 p.m. and for night classes commuters could park in employee lots.
"Some members of the administration have been trying to get a shuttle
service like what we are proposing for
several years, and it hasn't gone
through yet We thought that this plan
would implement a shuttle service and
would help eliminate some of the parking problems."
Browder said there is no plan to
eliminate the parking problem .but this
legislation makes a definite attempt to
help solve it
"We know this is not perfect There
is no perfect solution to the parking
problems that we have," he said. "We
think this would best serve the greatest
number of students and the university
as a whole."

He said the university has experienced a 40 percent increase in commuter parking in the last four years,
and it is still growing.
"With this proposal, it's expandable because there's plenty of room
out there, and we can just keep adding
on to the parking lot And if necessity
dictates, we can get another bus,"
Browder said
"It does cost quite a bit of money,
but any new parking that is going to be
built —a 400- to 500-space parking
lot — is going to cost $200,000 no
matter where they put it" Browder
said. "We're just running out of places
in the central campus to put parking."
"Those are not terribly large expenditures compared to some of the
other options that people have tried to
solve this with, like a parking garage,
this is considerably cheaper."
Browder said the commuter parking on Kit Carson Drive would then be
converted to residential and employee
parking lots.
"This is looking toward the future.
This is not going to sol ve the problems
for next fall or even next spring,"
Browder said. "It's a long-term problem, and you can't fix a long-term
problem with a short-term solution. A
band-aid won't help a broken leg."

Brockton finds old contribution

L

By Brent Risner
News editor
The Brockton Association has more
money for the playground it wants
thanks to a recent discovery.
According to Sachi Purvis, president of the Brockton Association, the
Lambda Sigma Society, an honorary
for sophomores at the university,
placed $425 in an account for a Brockton playground in 1982.
As of April 3,1988, that donation,
because of accumulated interest has
since grown to $786.36, Purvis said.
"It was a great boost," she said.
'That's $800 for the kids. That's more
than we could raise in one year."
"We're planning on using that
money for the purchase of equipment,
and we're hoping to raise that much
more through some of the. organizations on campus."
Dr. Ron Wolfe, an adviser to
Lambda Sigma Society in 1982, said
the members then made the donation
so that the money would help pay the
costs of the university's building some
equipment for a playground.

But as old members left the organization and new ones joined, the idea
for this comm uni ty service project was
never pursued again, he said.
"I'm a little disappointed it wasn't
used at some time before... but I think
the important thing is that the money
be used for that purpose," Wolfe said.
The Brockton Association has been
working toward the construction of a
playground in an open field located
behind the duplexes on John Hanlon
Drive.
Purvis said such a project will provide children of Brockton a safe place
to play after school and during their
summer vacations instead of using the
streets to ride bicycles and to play
games.
Purvis has consul led with Dr. James
McChesney, chairman of the parks
and recreation department for help in
designing the playground.
McChesney has already drafted
preliminary plans that were sent to Dr.
Thomas Myers, vice president for
student affairs, and to Chad Middleion, director of physical plant admini-

stration.
However, Purvis said those plans
probably need to be revised because
they called for a play area for younger
children to be built on a portion of the
lot nearest the Brewer Building, headquarters for campus police and a heavy
traffic area.
McChesney said he is working with
a student on plans for the playground
and expects that work to be completed
at the end of the semester.
"It won't be an elaborate one because we don't have the finances,"
McChesney said. "It will be a very,
simple play yard."
Purvis said she has been trying to
select playground equipment to purchase and will need to raise money
over a four-year period.
"We would like to purchase a basketball goal for the older children who
mostly live in the duplex areas," she
said.
Purvis said she would like lo see
the university pay lo install the equipment once the Brockton Association
buys what it can afford.
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blemishes (like your roommate). Of course you have to make a
$10 purchase to get the poster, so we're even making that easy
by offering you these top college hits for the super low price of
just $6.88 for cassette or LP and $11.88 for compact disc:
THEFIXX

I
I
I

R0BYN HITCHCOCK
N THE EGYPTIANS

(AIM ANIMMS

OMIR

Elvis

EflK

Cassette or LP $6.88
Compact Disc $11.88

Cassette or LP $6.88
Compact Disc $11.88

COWBOY JUNKIES
Tkt Tnmty ttiuwi

Cassette or LP $6.88
Compact Disc $11.88

Cassette or LP $6.88
Compact Disc $11.88

THE WONDER STUFF
ENJM

I tftH GrMvt kUckuM

I

Cassette or LP $6.88
Compact Disc $11.88

record town
{MUSIC*

VIDEO)

Richmond, 830 Eastern Kentucky Bypass, Richmond Mall. 623-0435
I'M
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Sale Prices Good Thru 4/23.
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Fashion
Statements
The hottest colors for
formal wear this year
will be gem colors —
emerald, ruby and sapphire, like the Alyce
strapless gown at left
from Anita's Bridal Boutique. In men's fashions, "softwear," a
sporty but classy look,
such as the look at the
top right, will be popular. Shirt by Forum,
pleated pants by Bugle
Boy and shoes by Hush
Puppies, all from Jett
and Hall. But while
sporty is in, sportcoats
and slacks are still a
fashion classic. At bottom left, navy blue
jacket by Warren Sewell, shirt by Al-Tec,
pants by Corbin, silk tie
and suspenders by
Park Lane, belt by Gordon Thomas, all from
Garland's Clothier.

Progress photos/
Charlie Bolton

Women's fashions marked by bright colors, nautical designs

Bridal fashions will
feature both white and
ivory colors, with styles
focusing on straight
skirts.

By Beth Ana Maasey
Staff writer
It's a given that when we feel like
we look good, we are more confident.
Confidence is the key when presenting
yourself to a potential employer, therefore, it's imperative to know what to
wear to "the big interview."
Janet Leger, fashion show coordinator of Anderson's department store,
suggests a suit to be the best route to
take — a short double-breasted jacket
with a skirt at the length of your choice.
Spring brings skirt lengths that hit
above the knee or at midcalf. Longer
suit jackets are acceptable if you don't
feel comfortable with the doublebreasted look.
"The jackets are extreme this year
— either short or long," Leger said.
Brass buttons are a classy asset that
can put the finishing touch on any suit.
Whether it's a job interview or the
races, a suit will work in white, red,
navy or black.
The freshness of the nautical look
will be tops in 1989, in any pattern
from stripes to polka dots. The nautical styles can be found in dresses,
pants and tops. Highlight your nauti-

cal outfit with striped shoes or polkadotted earrings.
Also, floral designs are sprouting
up everywhere—on dresses, blouses,
skins and pants. The brighter the better. According 10 Leger, jade and fuchsia will be the colors to pick.
Right along with the florals are the
ethnic designs. Ethnic designs are
heavily patterned and the colors to go
for are olive and orangey-red.
A natural colored pah* of hose will
be the dominant color for summer.
The natural color takes the attention
from your feet and puts it on your
outfit.
A white cotton blouse is a must for
every woman's wardrobe this summer. It can put a crisp took to any
bright-colored skirt or pants. A while
cotton blouse can be worn starting
now through the wanner fall months.
Enough about dressing up! It's
almost summer and that means relaxing and having fun.
Do you feel a little adventurous and
gutsy? Try the new color blocking
craze. Color blocking is putting three
bright colors together in any way you
choose. For example, a red and while

Wiped shirt, a purple skin and a bright
yellow belt
Polka dots will be extremely important this summer, along with hats
and flat shoes.
"The wilder it is, the better it sells."
Goody's department store manager,
Michelle Ker said. Ker said "anything
goes" as long as you know how to put
it together.
"Dirty Dancing" shorts (cut-off blue
jean shorts rolled up right above the
knee) and crop tops are two of the
more popular items at Goody's. Madris
shorts outfits and jumpers are also
comfortable playwear.
Sorry silver lovers, gold will be
more popular this summer. As you
shop, you'll find large gold hoop earrings everywhere.
Ifyou'rc still having problems about
what to buy, remember this golden
rule: Buy trends, not fads. Look
through yourcloset and clean out these
following bad fads.
1. Sarongs—huge sheets of fabric
that can be tied however you want.
2. Biker shorts are out — unless
you're biking.
3. A suit jacket that can only be

>vorn by itself.
4. Chiffon blouses, dresses and
skins
Brides
"White is no longer considered to
stand for virginity," said Anita Nieland, owner of Anita's Bridal Boutique. "It stands for joy."
The traditional wedding gown colors are actually pastels. Before the
dying process was perfected, it was
not at all unusual to see a light pink or
ivory wedding dress. But now, since
the dying process has improved, wedding gowns are also white.
"We sell as many ivory gowns as
we do white," Nieland said
The traditional satin gown with long
tapered sleeves and an open neck is
always very popular, but women are
beginning to pull away from the traditional and try something different.
Two styles, the mermaid and silhouette, are appealing to many of the
brides-to-be.
The mermaid style is a tight-fitting
gown down to the knee, with a flare
from the knee down to the floor.
The silhouette style with its tight fit
to the floor is designed for the tall.

slender bride.
Both of these styles will be seen
through 1989 into next spring and
summer.
Nieland said that during her 12
years in business, she's noticed that
winter brides stick to a more traditional gown, while summer brides are
more willing to try something different
Brides are wearing pearl, rhinestone and crystal necklaces to accent
the highlights of their gown.
Veils edged in lace are once again
very fashionable. There was a time
that lace was so expensive women
couldn't afford it. Now that lace fabric
prices are stable, women have gone
back to it.
The headband style, coming to a
point on the forehead lined in pearls or
rhinestones, is a favorite with women.
The headband style compliments the
eyes and puts the attention on the
bride.
Bridesmaids in pink and peach
won't be seen as much this summer.
Black is the most popular color for
bridesmaid dresses, along with the
jewel tones — ruby, emerald and
sapphire.

Men turn to conservative look for spring fashions
By Randy Rotas balm
Staff writer
While spring is slowly making its
way to campus, the real dominant factor
will be the trend in fashion.
According to Jim Barnes, of Garland's Clothier for Men and Women,
sportswear is Ihe way fashion is heading.
Barnes said the newest kind of
sportswear is a new brand called
softwear. He added you can took nice,
while at Ihe same time took sporty.
"Men are a little more conservative," Barnes said. They just aren't
that fashion conscious."
Barnes said while shins and knits

are always in. He also said slacks with
big legs and pleats are really popular
sow.
The big thing in shirts this spring,"
he said, "is the plain collar English
spread."
"Everything is pleats now," Barnes
said. Khaki pants with sportcoats, like
Corbin and Hart, Shaffher and Marx
are popular, also.
Theresa Stevens, salesperson at
Goody's department store, said the
big thing people are buying are the
biking shorts. Ocean Pacific T-shirts
and longer shorts with cuffs. She said
the shorts are longer this year than last
year but not as long as the jams were.

Stevens said Goody's gets a lot of
business from students. "We get a
whole lot of students in here. We also
get a lot of women buying for guys,
too."
As far as formal wear goes, die
blacks and ihe whites are still at the top
of the list
David Jett, owner of Jett and Hall
in Richmond, said the vest is coming
back. He said the vest will be back
with tails. Jett said you'll eventually
see more men wearing vests than
women.
Jett said Ihe double-breasted suit is
popular now. Even though he sells
more single-breasted suits, he predicts

there will be an increase in the sale of
double-breasted suits.
The big thing in ties are the skinny
ones and the regulars. Concerning the
color of ties, Jett said you'll see a lot
mere paisleys and contemporary bright
colors.
Jett said although black is not considered a spring color, it will be seen
more this spring because it will intermingle with the brighter colors.
He said everything is going toward
an even fuller look than last year. Baggy
shorts and fuller shirts are back, Jett
said.
Jett added that the biking shorts are
another big attraction among the

younger generation. He said shorts
that sport Ihe bright, neon colors are
very popular.
As far as fabric construction is
concerned, he said the cotton twills
are the rage now.
Jett said he offers a wide range of
sportswear. He said everything is heading toward that market
He said he has a lot of repeat business. "In Madison County, you have
to expect repeat business."
Besides the clothing aspect of fashion another pan of it is the shoes.
People are buying lots of traditional things, like Bass, Dexter, Ftorsheim and ihe soft moccasin-type shoe,

hssaid.

I

A conservative, sporty
look for men is in.
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Arts/Entertainment
Carli n's fame a result of hard work

Exhibition
showcases
student art
By Phil Todd
Arts editor
The 1989 Art Student Exhibition in
Giles Gallery offers something for
everyone.
The exhibition, which runs through
May 4, showcases works by university
art students that have been judged by
the art faculty as worthy of special
merit.
The works on display have been
selected through a voting process by
the entire studio faculty. Those works
that received the most votes were given
the Award of Excellence. The Award
of Merit was given to several other
works of high quality which received
a substantial number of votes.
Diane Gilliam's oil painting "Edge
City" received the Award of Excellence, as did Sandra Sullivan's oil
"Attic" and acrylic "Colored Figure."
Ginger Antoniou's "Negative Space,"
received the Award of Merit
Terry Novell received the Award
of Excellence for his intaglio print
"Frogs Are Not Funny!" Mark Evans
collected two Excellence Awards for
his "Hopi Moon," in brass, silver and
copper, and for his clay "Artifact."
Angela Smith received the Award
of Excellence for her sterling silver
and copper "Pin Series." Her copper
'Trivet" received the Award of Merit,
as did her steel structure "Marriage."
Timothy Smith's"Wood Construction No. 1" also received the Award of
Merit, as did Ruth Hazzard's watercolor and sumie "Patterns" and John
Oliver's bronze "Number I."

(Continued from Page One)

Progress photo/Bill Lackey

Robert Hunt's "Self — Portrait as a Rocking Chairis just one of the many different examples of
student artworks displayed in the 1989 Art Student
Exhibition, which will be in the Giles Gallery in the
Campbell Building through May 4.

Concerto concert to feature student soloists
By Randy Rosanbahn
Staff writer
The EKU Symphony Orchestra will
present its annual Concerto Concert at
7 p.m. Monday in Brock Auditorium.
University music students audition
in January for the honor of performing
as a featured soloist with the university orchestra.
The orchestra consists of some 42
students and faculty members. Several people from the community and
surrounding areas also participate in
the ensemble.
Dr. John Roberts, music department chairman, directs the orchestra
and oversees the concerto concert
"Students are selected to perform,"
he said. "This year, there were over 20
students that auditioned. We try to
select one person in each medium, one
in strings, a female vocalist a male

vocalist, a woodwind player and a
brass player as well as a keyboard
player."
A panel of three professional musicians selects the best performers who
then must rigorously prepare their
music for the concert
This year's judges were Dr. Alan
Hersch and his wife Judy Hersch, of
the University of Kentucky musk
faculty, and Doug Morrison, conductor of the Central Kentucky Youth
Orchestra.
The judges chose six students to
perform in this year's program.
Cyndi Powell, a sophomore theatre
arts major from Shelby ville, Ky., will
perform J.S.Bach's" Arioso for Cello."
Sharon Ohler, a graduate music
student will be perform W. A.
Mozart's Rule Concerto in D major.
Another graduate student, Lori

Walllace, will sing the aria "Parto,
Parto" from Mozart's opera "La Clemenza di Tito."
Walter Gilliam, a senior music
major from Pikeville, Ky., will perform Haydn's Trumpet Concerto.
Senior Chris Simonsen will sing
the aria "Avant de quitter," from
Gounod's opera "Faust"
Sophomore music merchandising
major Rhonda Koontz will perform
the Piano Concerto in C major by
Mozart
Before the students present their
selections, the orchestra will perform
the overture from Rossini's "Italian in
Algiers."
"The opera 'Italian in Algiers' is
somewhat unknown, but the overture
is quite popular. It's just a bright little
thing to gel everybody warmed up to
what's going on," said Roberts.

totally agree with that term, but that
area of life is looked at in a more
relaxed way — so the subject matter
for all performing artists, and in fact
for all creative artists, has become
broader."
"I think it's good for the society as
a whole," he added. "I don't measure it
according to my own gains or losses. I
just live my life, and my life seems to
be better for the changes that came
about in the last 20 years or so."
But hasn't George always enjoyed
good audience response?
"Yeah," he replied, " because
they're generally people who know
me and know my work and have come
there to enjoy it"
Why do people enjoy Carlin's work
so much? I truly feel that it is his
unique comic style which sets him
apart from every other American
comedian — and is another key to his
long success.
When he fust began working the
comedy circuit in 1962, he was unfairly criticized for "imitating Lenny
Bruce." He did not Nor did he tell
funny stories in the styleof Bill Cosby,
another great success of the 1960s.
Nor was his approach anything like
that of rebels Cheech and Chong, his
fellow comedy heroes of the counterculture during the latter part of that
decade.
For most comedy fans, what has
always set George Carl in apart is his
uncanny ability to make a whole concert audience laugh at common, everyday occurrences. And, unlike Robin
Williams' parodic character sketches
or Steven Wright's peyote-induced
insights, Carlin's observations are
funny because they make you laugh at
things that you wouldn't ordinarily
think about twice.
"That's one of the things I do," said
Carlin, "what I call observations of
human behavior and minor life situations — 'Cats and Dogs,' 'What's in
your refrigerator,' 'Where's your
stuff?' that kind of thing."
Another Carlin trademark are his
observations on "language, its use and
misuse, and things we assume about it
It's funny the way we use language.
They tell you to get on the plane, not in
the plane. I say, let Evel Knei vcl get on
the plane."
His "Seven Words You Can Never
Say On Television," originally part of
an early 1970s routine, actually became the basis for legislation aimed to
prohibit the use of certain "offensive"
words in broadcasting!
"I also have things that have a little
social bite to them," he added. "And
there's some nonsense, too."
Do audiences accustomed to hearing his usual material respond well to

ArtsEvents
Choral, Band Festival
held here over weekend
The Kentucky Music Educators
Association Choral and Band Festival
will be held in Brock Auditorium today
through Saturday.
According to Dr. Robert Hart well,
university director of bands, the university is one of several regional sites
used by KMEA in its annual judging
of middle school and high school bands
and choirs. Groups from counties to
the south and west of Richmond will
participate in the competition here.
Some 30 school choruses will
compete in Brock today from 9 am.
through 6 p.m. On Friday, 21 bands
will perform between 8:40 am. and 6
p.m. for the judges in Brock. Sixteen

more bands are scheduled to compete
Saturday from 8:40 a.m. through 6
p.m.
All performances arc free and open
to the public.
"Anyone interested in hearing any
of these groups may come in at any
time," Hartwell said, "just as long as
they wait to enter the auditorium quietly between selections."

be presented by the Concert Band,
directed by Mark Whitlock; the Symphonic Band, under the direction of
Robert Hartwell, and the Jazz Band,
directed by Rob James and Richard
Ulman.
Ice cream and refreshments will be
available during the concert which is
free and open to the public.

Ukranian Dance ComAnnual Ice Cream Con- pany to perform
cert to be held in Ravine The university's 10th annual CulThe Eastern Kentucky University
Bands will present their annual outdoor Ice Cream Concert Sunday at the
Van Peursem Pavillion in the Ravine
beginning at 3 p.m.
A varied program of music reminiscent of a "concert in the park" will

ture Festival, which features Soviet
cultures this year, will present the
Ukranian Dance Company in a special
performance Tuesday at 8 p.m. in
Brock Auditorium.
The performance is free and open
to the public.

Library hosts Fourth
Annual Book Fest
The Crabbe Library will host the
fourth annual Book Fest Wednesday,
April 26 in the Keen Johnson Building
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The event will feature local and
faculty authors and their works. Some
of the writers expected to attend are
Charles Bracelen Flood, Carolyn
Seigel, Lavinia Kubiak, Sidney Farr,
Marty Godbey. Dr. Fred Engle, Dr.
RobertGrise and Dr. Thomas D. Clark.
Works by participating authors will
be on sale at the Book Fest, and may be
autographed by the author there.
The Book Fest is open to the entire
community, and refreshments will be
served.

hit social and political critiques?
"I don't know," Carlin said, "because I can't see inside them. I have to
assume that the message gets through.
That isn't to say that they are becoming convinced of what I say, but they
hear me. They hear that I have a point
of view."
"I think a lot of my audience tends
to be where I am anyway with those
things." he added," and the ones that
aren't are already opened up into a receptive mood to tolerate it"
Sometimes, he said, an audience
may be unreceptive to one of his comments. "I was at Auburn University
the other night," he said." and I have
things I say about (Dan) Quay le, and
they looked at me like I was from
another planet"
"But, I just barrel through, you
know. I can't be responsible for their
backwards and unenlightened attitude."
How does a seasoned professional
like Carlin react to such a situation?
"I find that I do what I do," he said,
"so the rest of the responsibility is up
to them, I think. To suddenly pull back
and retrieve and regroup would be a
bit cowardly in a way. It would express a lack of belief in what I do. even
if its son of rough going for a few minutes."
"I mean. I've been doing this for 27
years, and I'm a 51-year-old intelligent person with values, and I don't
feel I have to apologize for them."
"I kind of barrel through, and present what it is I feel in a theatrical
manner. I mean, I am, after all and first
of all, a performer, and so I perform
and entertain—and sort of let it fall to
get worked out afterwards."
Interviewing George Carlin is a
rare and enlightening trip, too. For me,
it was an education as to the meaning
of the word "professional."
Offstage, Carlin is just as intense
and organized as he is in concert His
articulate, descriptive explanations
gave insight into another key to his
stayingpower—the incredible amount
of dedicated hard work he devotes to
perfecting his art
In the early 70s, when he passed
through a kind of "eclipse" in popularity, he fought back by hitting the road
with his act This kind of exposure
kept his image alive during those years.
When he produced the first HBOcomedy special in 1977, he already had a
dedicated, national audience who
couldn't wait to watch it
Another key to Carlin's success is
that he is constantly developing new
material—another result of relentless
effort Just listen, as he describes the
work he puts into the creative process:
"Well, it's not an active process,"

Audio

he said," it's a passive process. It's a
matter of absorbing and observing
different impressions and noticing
patterns and items that rise above the
■wise and above the horizon. I am just
an inveterate collector of my thoughts
on paper. I write down notes all the
time about things that strike me as
useful for what I do. Over a long
period of time, patterns emerge and
things get built up in certain areas.
Some things reach a 'critical mass,'
some things never do, and I eventually
cull them and scoop the things off the
top that are the most ready."
"Then, I'll develop them more
specifically with paper and pencil. I'm
not too elaborate on paper. I don't do
a lot of work on them, in actual writing, but I'll get it organized enough to
bring it on stage. And then, when
things are on stage, it's when they
begin to grow."
Another key to Carlin's success is
that this new material is consistently
of a high quality, and almost always
funny — another result of continued
hard work.
Watching George Carlin, whether
live, in one of his Five movie appearances, or one of his six HBO specials
is always a special experience.
Does he approach a university
appearance any differently than, say.a
concert in a civic center?
"No." he said, "I just do my concert I don't do much different in different places that I go. I just do my
show, and it works wherever I go."
"What I find about college kids, to
tell you the truth, is that they're not
very risk-taking." Carlin added. They
don't have a great deal of worldliness.
They're still unformed — and they
will not accompany you out on the
limb as quickly as a general public,
mixed adult audience will. They're a
little more fearful of new ground, and
I find that I can measure this in the
degree of spontaneity of the laughter
and also the degree of holding back."
What can Carlin's fans expect to
see and hear tonight?
"Well. I have things on the language, things on how we speak; I have
some things on dogs and cats, new
material on an old subject; generally
99 percent new observations; and then
some interesting, sortof offbeat stuff,"
he said.
With that kind of professional attitude, and the hard work he constantly
devotes to his comedy, there is no
doubt but that George Carlin will
continue to succeed. After hearing his
records, interviewing him over the
phone and seeing his HBO specials, I
sure as (insert any of the infamous
seven words here) am not going to
miss this chance to see the man live.
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Theater department will
present Tooth of Crime'

By Sheryl Edetea
Staff writer
Tljcict for "The Tooth of Crime-ii
a mixture of fantasy and Mark reality.
A huge, grey spiked chair sits to the
right on a large platform.
About a third of the back wad is
covered by an ominous, pale moon,
while metal sculptures hang in a graceful but strangely lifeless way above
the mural-like painting by Charles
Lister that covers the entire nay floor.
This strange stage design is only
one of the things that has set the campus buzzing about The Tooth of
Crime," the latest production of the
university theater department which is
scheduled lo run from Wednesday
*
.—•
through April 29 in Gifford Theater.
One thing that has created a lot of
interest in "Tooth" is a scene in which
one character, Becky Lou, performs a
rape sequence in which she is both
victim and violator.
During the scene, Becky Lou both
cries out for the abuse to stop and
inflicts it upon herself, as she rubs her
hands up and down her body.
The play's dialogue has also generated controversy.
The advertising posters displayed
around campus state that some of the
language may offend some viewers.
Jeffrey Dill, assistant profeasor of
theater arts, will direct this production
Progr—> photo/Mifc Conffcon of the Sam Shepard play. Dill does not
feel the language will be much of a
One-man bandl
problem for those who attend; in fact.
Singer, entertainer and multi-instrumentalist Dave Wopat Dill maintains, mis language makes
presented his "high tech pep rock" show at the Van Peursem the characters seem more real
That's one of the things I like
Pavillion in the Ravine Sunday evening as part of the EKU
Center Board Springiest. The group Caruso also played. about this pUy," he said These are

Tsb?* F
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real people, maybe in another part of
the country, maybe next door."
44

All of the tf»i"a;« in there are necessary to gat she desired effect.**

The play centers around Hoes, an
aging rock'n'roll singer, played by
Leonard Brown, who is forced to deal
with his own mortality after years of
being the king in the business.
The very personification of Horn's
fears is Crow, played by Scott
McOuffm. a young rebel with a natural talent for quickly learning what
took Hoes years in the business.
Becky Loo, played by Patricia
Johns, is Hoes' manager and girlfriend.
Other characters include Christina
Francis as Star Gazer, James E. Moreton as Doc; and Jennifer Starr as Galactic Jack.
Upon reading this play in 1985,
Dill recognized teas a latiqtw produrtion.
According to Dili, the play also
addresses racial equality, suicide, the
senselesanesi of violence and the
pointlessness of staying on top.
"Even though this play will take
some thought to enjoy, it is more a
play of emotions," he said.
There is strong language involved,
and there are people who will be offended It's a shame, because you can't
fool me iriio thinking that no one hasn't
heard this language."
Din insists that this play is not
being produced to shock anyone.
"1 wanted to do it," he said. "I'm
not raying to be controversial. The
only things that make this play controversial are the the peopte who make it
that way."

Different influences enriched music of the 1960s

History is hard lo know, but even
without being sure of "history" it
seems entirely reasonable to think that
every now and then the energy of a
whole generation comes to a head in a
long, fine flash, for reasons that nobody really understands at the time—
and which never explain, in retrospect, what actually happened.
You could strike sparks anywhere.
There was a fantastic universal sense
that whatever we were doingwas right,
that we were winning.
And thai, I think, was the handlethat sense of inevitable victory over
the forces of Old and Evil. Not in any
mean or military sense; we didn't need
that. Our energy would simply prevail. There was no sense infighting on omr side or theirs. We had all the
momentum; we were riding the crest
of a high and beautiful wave.
So now, you can go up on a steep
hiU in Las Vegas and look West, and
with the right kind of eyes you can
almost see the high-watermark—that
place where the wave finally broke
and rolled back.
—Dr. Hunter S. Thompson
Please forgive the long opening
quote, but Thompson was right there
in San Francisco during the whole trip
— and I've never seen a more eloquent epitaph for the 1960s than this,
excerpted from his best-selling "Fear
and Loathing in Las Vegas."
By the late 1950s, the music industry in this country controlled popular
music with an iron fist All aspects of
writing, luring, recording, production
and rnsrteting were closely managed

by a few companies.
Jazz as a standard musical form
was already past maturity by then. A
whole generation looked back on the
good old days of the 1930s and 1940s,
swearing that the jazz of those years
was best.
Some jazzers had stripped a few
layers from that fat 40s sound, creating to a simpler, heavier beat-oriented
framework called rhythm and blues.
This sound captivated a whole generation in the 50s, fueled by the aew
electric guitars and louder drummers.
Unfortunately, this energetic form
was quickly absorbed into the mainstream, as producers added extra horns,
whole string sections and even backsag choirs. Most pop records of that
era arefull of that "Phil Specter" sound,
naatcd for oac of the moat prolific and
successful producers of the decade,
who always churned out enough extra
parts to employ a small orchestra
Unseen and largely ignored, a small
group of younger musicians threw the
whole 50s sound out the window.
Instead, those musicians learned the
old folk songs handed down through

TRY OUR NEW FRIES
COOKED WITH
ROTATING HOT AIR!
THEY'RE HOT STUFF!
RICHMOND MALL

CINCINNATI STYLE CHILI

MonTue'Thur
2 Coneys
with the works
ft LARGE drink

•ANYTIME*

ONLY^$2.50

BUFFALO WINGS
8 pa $1.89
12pa $259

you cant beat tt!
EKU ft Gold Star Chill..Hot Stuff!
STUDENTS GET 10% OFF WITH STUDENT I.D.

the generations — some dating from
17th century England and France.
One of my favorite recordings from
this era is the first Joan Baez album
released in 1960.1 was raised on this
record; now I've got it on CD. The
simple sincerity of singers like Baez
caponed the attention of a completely
new generation, a generation that had
no patience for the lavish, cutesy ballads of the 50s.
When performers like Baez and
Peter. Paul and Mary replaced the traditional songs with tunes about peace
and love, they set the whole recording
industry on its ear. When Bob Dylan
began to ring his acidic, biting poetry,
thu new generation found iu voice.
This simple folk sound ran contrary lo a half century of established
popular music doctrine. There was no
Elvis-like flash and hype, no satin
strings and no marketabte image. These
people just warned to ring The folk
revolution was. at first, a true rejection
of such excess.
la the pop world, this revolution
was felt in several ways. Eventually,
the saadhi ataatrri uouhi find wayi to
market dais aew revolution, killing it
in fact and spirit well before 1970. But
that would come later. For now, even
mariettas still working the rhythm
and blues format sought ways to incorporate this new energy.
Yon can trace the growing atflaence of folk by fastening to just about
any pop band from the early 60s. Even
the Beatles" first records show a funny
dichotomy: Some of the songs ate
50s-style ballads, but once in a

f

while, the sincerity and simplicity of
folk appears in one form or another.
Honestly. I think the Beatles are
incredibly overrated. Trie bands that I
feel were truly innovative and influential in the long run were less famous. I
think that the experimental sounds of
bands like the Stones, the Kinks and
the Yardbirds are those that helped to
defme what my generation calls rock
"For Your Love," one of the
Yardbirds' biggest hits, illustrates the
growing folk snflurnre of the early
60s. For one thing, this song is one of
the first rock recordings to include a
reri harpsichord— a sound used over
and over later, in songs tike the Stones'
"Play With Fax."
The song at females between two
contrasting sections: One is stow,
moody, and stacked with Byrds-hke
fokvocri harmony; rhe other is a load
modified blues not too far removed
from Chuck Berry.
Songs like these also illustrate the
bind in which most pop awairiant
anserves in those days. They
: forced to write corny 50s fluff in
hopes of a hat: while ■

——

A&E Calendar
Through Thursday, May 4 1989 EKU Art Student Exhibition
Giles Gallery, Campbell Building
8 am. - 4.-30 p.m. weekdays
2 - 5 p.m. Sundays
Thursday, April 20,8 p.m. George Carlin in concert
EKU Alumni Coliseum
$6 students; $10 others and at door
Friday, April 21,8 p.m."Aura-Sen," hard rock
The Ark, Second Street
$2
Saturday, April 22,7:30 p.m. Taylor Mason, comedian
Powell Grill
Saturday, April 22,8 p.m. Randy Travis In concert
Rupp Arena, Lexington
Sunday, April 23,3 p.m. tee Cream Concert
EKU Symphonic Band
EKU Concert Band
EKU Jazz Band
Van Peursem PaviWon, Ravins
Sunday, April 23,4 p.m. •
EKU Gospel Ensemble
The Mighty Faith Ambassadors
Model School Auditorium
Monday, April 24, 7 p.m. EKU International Rim Series
The Ballerinas." American film
Library 108
Monday, April 24,7:30 p.m. Concerto Concert
EKU Symphony Orchestra and soloists
Brock Auditorium, Coates Building
Tuesday, April 25,8 p.m, EKU 10th Annual Culture Festival
The Ukranian Dance Company
Brock Auditorium, Coates Building
Wednesday, April 26 - Saturday, April 29,8 p.m.
The Tooth of Crime"
Gifford Theater, Campbell Building
$4 students; $5 general admission
Information and reservations: 622-1315

hands of crazy hybrids.
Listening to these old founds
always a revelation of sons for ■
Sometimes, these (ays get
their heads and sound pulij fawny ■
but once in a while, they hit .
something new that really works well
— and Sat pure, taw energy
fails to blow my head off.

SluThmSlACKbll,

(amtinaam

24 Hour
Tanning Center

f

10 Visits for $19.95
WoltY System
Private Rooms

*

EASTERN BYPASS
623-8813

*

200 8.
Second St.
WE DELIVER

MONDAY

(No Pcttvrry Service On SurxUym)

The Eastern Progress- not just an on-campus paper
Recordsmith
McDonalds
Studio 27
City Hall
/.

'

* Richmond Mall

U.B.S.

* Campus Connection

Rite Aid

* Little Professor

Park-rt-Markit

Pick on* up Thursday at any of these off-campus locations

* Taco Casa
Gold Star Chili
• Wal-Mart
* Courthouse

-

SATURDAY

10:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
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Activities
University triathlon gaining
popularity among students

Raising money for a good cause
progr«nphoto/charK« Boiton
Ben Isaac, left, and Brian Becker members of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity solicits money
from people to help raise money to fight Cystic Fibrosis Saturday at the By-pass.

Minority Greeks prepare
for last activities of semester

By Sheryl Kdekn
Stall writer
The flowers arc blooming, the
weather is great and university students arc just itching for something to
do.
With the minority Greek weeks in
full swing, students may have just
found the answer for their boredom.
The sorority of Delta Sigma Theta
provided a different twist on the usual
dance idea when it held its week.
Aside from holding its display
room, step show and chapel service
and initiating six new members, the
Deltas experimented with the idea of
giving their dances themes.
For the first dance that was held
during their week, which ran from

April 4 through 8, the Deltas decided
to use a masquerade theme.
During the week of April 10-16,
the sorority of Alpha Kappa Alpha
also added spice to its week by holding such events as an ice cream social,
a pizza party and a pool party in Alumni
Coliseum.
"I'm glad that they're doing something different," said Angela Kenney,
a senior public relations major from
Cincinnati. "People get tired of doing
the same old thing."
The fraternity of Phi Beta Sigma
hopes that by maintaining events that
have become a tradition, it will have
success during its week, which began
Sunday and runs through Saturday.
The Phi Beta Sigma Calendar Girl

competition is one that has been in existence ever since the Sigmas colonized on this campus over 10 years
ago.

The Sigmas will also be holding a
step show and a fashion show, as well
as the usual dances.
Organization members from the
University of Louisville, the University of Kentucky and Kentucky State
University are scheduled to perform at
the program as well as members from
the university chapter.
This coupled with the fact the Sigmas plan to hold their organization's
state meeting here makes them enthusiastic about the expected turnout

Tnere is more to
Sunglasses than
meets the eye!
Let us help you find the type
and style that is right for you.
DR. WILLIAM R. ISAACS
Optometrist

DR. C. L DAVIS
Optometrist

DR. WILLIAM T. REYNOLDS
Optometrist

Opon Mon - Sat 0:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
228 W. Main, Richmond Ky.

623-3358

MsmbM of Kentucky Optom*trlc Association

Attention Graduates
INSIGHTS:

the Eastern Progress magazine

May 4 issue
features:
* salute to outstanding students

Bv Clint Rilev
f
!
■->
^^
By
Riley
Staff writer
Some people do it for the money
and prizes, but most people do it for
the pure enjoyment they receive from
participating.
A triathlon is a sporting event that
has been gaining popularity in the
United States due to a recent "fitness
craze'* in our society.
Saturday, members of the campus
community and other triathletes will
be toning their bodies as they storm
through the campus and Richmond
enroute to finishing the sixth annual
university triathlon.
The event is sponsored by the university's division of intramurals, and
il will begin at 9:30 a.m.
Participants will begin their quest
in the Alumni Coliseum pool with a
500-yard swim.
Then they will run and mount bikes
in the Alumni Coliseum parking lot
and pedal 11.7 miles down Barnes
Mill Road, up Goggins Lane and back
to the AC parking lot by route of U.S.
25.
Following the biking portion of the
race, the entrants will finish the triathlon with a 3.1-mile run.
Past winners have finished the
course in just under an hour.
The university triathlon is a scaled- These are the maps Of the 3.1down version of most Biathlons on the mile running route, above, and
pro circuit
the 11.7-mile cycling route, at
Maria Nordberg, the division of right. These events along with
intramurals special events coordina- the 500-yard swim will take
tor, said the number of participants place Saturday beginning at
has grown by about 20 people each 9:30 a.m.
year. Nordberg said the event is expected to draw between 110 to 120 shown interest in the last couple of
years.
triathletes.
Participants can enter the race in
"Every year there is more and more
one of five categories: juniors, 18- to
of a turnout'' she said.
She added the reason for the grow- 24-year-olds; open, 25- to 29-yearing interest in the sport is because olds; submasters, 30- to 3 5 -year-olds,
people have become more aware of masters, 36-to 41-year-olds; and seniors 42 and up.
their physical activities.
Plaques will be given to the FinlIn the past, Nordberg said many of and second-place winners in each
the event's participants have come category, and a plaque will be prefrom outside the university's popula- sented to the first- and second-place
tion. But more and more students have overall winners.

i

Map. luhmitlad/Division of Intramurals

Local businesses have donated gift
certificates for the winners and Tshiru will be given to all participants.
Those interested in participating
can pick up an entry form in the office
of intramurals in Room 202 of the
Begley Building.

Congratulations Scott Childress
(New Senate President)
and
Ashley Keith
(New Senate Vice President)
STUDENT SENATE UN-OFFICAL ELECTION RESULTS
Allied Health ft Nursing:
Julie Bird
Karen Ray
Kim Bellucci
Melissa Braughton
Matt CornweTl
Elaine Rolenkotter
Applied Arts ft Tech:
Bobbi French
Dewayne Johnson
Belinda Drake
Shannon Finn
Angie Willis
Tammy Arnold
Arts and Humanities:
Shannon McComas
John Williamson
Education:
Connie Rush
Social ft Behav. Science:
Ann Beckwith
Becky Dierig
Kent Hattery
Allison Greene

Business:
Steven Cox
Matt Evans
Virginia White
Mike Bunkley
Doug Phillips
Kevin Boneta
Kerry Sigler
Jeff Hoagland
Richard Johnson
Health. Phys. Ed. ft Rec:
Heather Schackey
Law Enforcement:
John Clark
Ron Jackson
David Dearborn
Natural ft Math Science
Susan McLaren
Rena Murphy
Beth Martin
Julie Burnett
Undeclared:
Laura Edwards
Julie Tucker
Kim Jarboe

'hot jobs for the future
•graduates in the 80s

Call 1872 today to reserve a space for your grad!

Thanks to everyone who helped
make Springfest '89 a successl

EKUSA
.»

i
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Technology Club wins bid
to construct storage shed

Beating the tag

By Greg Woryk
Staff writer
The Construction Technology Club
is building a name for itself by constructing a monitoring equipment
building for the university's environmental health and safety department.
The building is a combination of a
lab and storage room that will have
ventilation and electricity. It is located
near the Straoon Building, behind the
telescope deck.
The club received the job by submitting the lowest bid to Dr. Oris
Black well, of the environmental health
and safety department. The bid was
$3300 with a $200 variance. Other
bids reached up to $7,000.
The money will be spent on the
materials to complete the job. Andy
King, 20, a construction technology
major and business minor from Falmouth and vice president of the Association of General Contractors, the
national chapter of the club, said the
project will not use donations.

goal of 100 percent satisfaction and
S200-under bid toBlackwell.and said.
"We're going to do it right or we're
going to tear it down and do it over."
The building is scheduled to be
finished by May IS.
Paid projects are not the club's
ooJy concern though. According to
James Stone. 21, a construction techoology major form Winchester and
president of the Associated Institute
of Constructors, said the club is very
interested in community service.
A local elderly woman who has
difficulty walking benefited from the
clubs altruism when the members built
raumgt^round the walkways of her
home. This project, which was referred to the clubby the Cardinal House
of Richmond, will require donations,
or the club will have to absorb the coat.
"We are trying to help the (IET)
department and the program by offering community service," Stone said.
"It is also important to get experience."
"We try to simulate, to the best of
Stone also said the club, which is
our ability, the real world," he said.
actually a combination of the AssociaKing said the only donation so far tion of General Contractors and the
was the physical plant's assistance in Associated Institute of Constructors,
digging the foundation.
it working hard to establish a reputaKing also said be expressed tut tion on campus.

Prograaa photo/Mark Comaaaon

Tim Gentry, a member of Beta Theta Pi fraternity, slid under the tag of Dennis Reft, a
member of Phi Delta Theta fraternity during the softball game between the two fraternities. Beta Theta Pi won the game at the intramural fields Thursday.

Old South Week becomes
major celebration for KAs
By Sheryl Edelen
Staff writer
The South will rise again.
At least it will during Kappa Alpha
fraternity's Old South Week.
Founded in 1865, the fraternity has
had its nationally annual event since
itsorganizationonthiscampusin 1969.
"It is the week that our fraternity
sets aside to celebrate our past," said
KA member Brian Richie.
According to Richie, many of the
organization's values and objectives
were derived from Gen. Robert E.
Lee, general for theConfederate Army.
"Robert E. Lee was our spiritual
founding father, and we got a lot of
what we believe in—like behaving in
a gentlemanly manner in front of ladies and always being a Southern
gentleman—from him," Richie said.
The KA't week, which runt from
Monday through Saturday, includes
planned activities for its members
every night
Monday night, the organization

plans to hold a pig roast during which
KA members and their dales engage in
a mixer kind of atmosphere.
The event, however, it invitation
only.
"If we in vited everybody, we probably wouldn't have a pig after long,"
Richie said.
Tuesday night is kicked off with
the Sharecropper's Ball
During the competition, which
begins at6pjn., contestants are dressed
in hoop-style gowns of the Old South
era and tested on their knowledge of
the Old South by correctly answering
questions.
Prizes for first, second and third
places will be awarded to the women
who get the most correct answers.
Wednesday, the KAs plan to hold
the Old South Games at 4 p.m. in
Palmer Field.
According to Richie, the games are
designed to be an Olympic-style event
that pits sorority against sorority in
team competition.

—

Campus clips

With KA members as their coaches,
the sororities participate in such events
as the obstacle course and building
pyramids.
Thursday night, the fraternity plans
to hold its invitation-only Wine and
Cheese Party.
During the festivities, all dates will
be given a rote.
The KA week reaches its climax
when memberi travel to Gatlinburg,
Term., for the annual formal dance.
Richie, who pledged last fall, diet
the road trip and formal dance as one
the most enjoyable events of the week.
It waa awesome, one of the best
times I ever had," he said. "It it a
traditional event. A lot of alumni come
to the formal, too."
Described by Richie to be an matter of tradition, he also said that KA
Old South Week gives the fraternity a
chance to show its stuff.
"It gives us a chance to come together and gives a chance to shine to
the whole Greek system." he said

-

BOOKFEST to start

Advanced Life Saving will be offered by the Division of Special Programs beginning Saturday. American
Red Cross Certification will be earned
upon completion of class. Cost is $45.
For more information, call 622-1228.

The fourth annual BOOKFEST will
The TCF 399 class will present the
be held from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Wed- "More Than Physical" fashion show
nesday in the Keen Johnson Building. at 5 p.m. today in Model's AuditoThe purpose of the BOOKFEST is to rium. Admission is free.
acknowledge those talented and creative writers. At this fest, people will be Clips wanted
able to visit the authors and have your
Attention: Items to be printed in the
purchases personally autographed.
Campus Clips section should be typed
Celebration planned
and signed with your name and teleThe university Gospel Ensemble phone number and sent to: Ken Holwill present itt 21st anniversary at 4 loway, activities editor. 117 Donovan
p.m. Sunday at the Model Audito- Annex.
rium. Everyone it invited.

Siblings invited
This Friday through Saturday hat
been designated as the weekend to
invite younger brothers and sisters,
cousins and friends, lo visit the university. Activities are planned for
various age groups throughout the
weekend. For more information, call
622-4373.
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20% OFF
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Richmond, KY 40475
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for the summer!
2411.
623-0187
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FREE

ionly $2.991
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Braadrtlck.

Co-rec volleyball tournament will
be held at 6 p.m. April 27. The deadline lo enter is4:30p.m. April 26, with
no entry fee being taken and free Tshirts given to the participants. For
more information, call 622-1244.

Tired of taking
$\. It at home at
semesters end?

ADVENT
110 SOUTH SECOND STREET
623-1111

No limit. One coupon par visit. This oner not valid in combination
with any other TACO TICO oner. Expires 4/27/89.

Tourney to start

Anyone interested in working with
CHAT line can pick up applications in
Personal checks will not be cashed the Residence Hall Programs office in
after April 28. Students should plan Beckham Hall. For more information,
their financial needs accordingly. call 622-2077.

WE SCREENPRINT
T-SHIRTS. JACKETS, MUGS, BUTTONS!
ANY ITEM WITH YOUR NAME & LOGO!

500 OFF all Combo Platters

Fashion show planned

Workers needed

ATTENTION FRATS, SORORITIES,
SOCIAL GROUPS, GDI'S!

Richmond, KV *
525 Eastern By-Pass

—

Class to begin

^ IS ALIVE!
624-2839 1\\mW
sas^f * _624-283SL

Prior to the fall of 1988, King said
the club's members had more selfish
concerns. The funds, he said, were
used carelessly, and the order of the
club was not conducive lo a successful
organization.
The new leaders. Stone. John Caatanis and King look over with parlav
mentary procedure and more strict
accounting guidelines. The club now
hat about 12 active members and
several students waiting to join next
semester. Each member pays $15 in
duet per year.
Eight memberi went to the AstociaticnofC<r*ralCbntracioniialionaI
convention in Atlanta during spring
break to see what other clubs were up
to and to meet some 2,000 prospective
employers.
Some schools were selling fried
chicken for fund-raisers and others
were renovating buildings. Last year
the university's club used $75 to build
birdhouses, which they sold for a net
profit of of approximately $525.
A new goal for the club is to win the
National General Contractors Association Award. King said. The award
it given to the club with the most
involved members, community services and projects.

TheFTD Secretarial
Weak Bouquet.

The FTD Secretaries
Week Bud Vaae.

^Village

Teleflora'e Dancing- Star*
Tumbler 4 Carafe Bouquet.

Monday - Saturday 8:00 - 5:30
125 South Third St.
Downtown next to bus station

qp.Florist 623-0340

VISA

m&
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Snorts
Colonels
hold off
ETSU;
win 11-6

Colonels' 'Boomer'
plays double role
ByRMsCawidy
StafT writer

By Jeffrey Newton
Sports editor
A Ron Pczzoni double in the first
started off a three-run inning for the
Colonels against the visitors from East
Tennessee State University on Wednesday.
A scheduled double header was
changed to a single nine inning game
at the last minute. The Colonels won
11-5 and held off a late rally by ETSU.
In that inning, the Colonels showed
their hitting power by not only getting
players on base but advancing them
when they got on.
Pezzoni's double drove in lead-off
hitter Shea Ward well to give the Colo- out an advancing Colonel runner.
But it wasn't over. Banko singled
nels an early 1-0 lead
to left and drove in Pczzoni.
Soon after Wardwell came in, Joe
After three innings, the score was
Banko played a hit-and-run to advance 7-0 for the Colonels.
Pczzoni to third. Frank Kremblas came
In the fourth. East Tennessee scored
to the plate and blasted a two-run homer by bunting and running after the leadover right center to top off the first off batter was walked by Simpson.
inning scoring.
With the score 7-0 East Tennessee
Pitcher Doug Simpson retired the had to get runs on the board to stop the
side with the help of a horizontal div- game from getting out of hand, but
ing grab by Wardwell to end the first they could only produce one run, and
inning.
the Colonels started to pull clearly
The fielding of the Colonels, com- away from the visitors.
bined with the power hitting of KremStill in the fourth inning the score
blas, served as an omen that the day was 9-1. East Tennessee never could
would be long for East Tennessee.
catchup.
In the second inning, Greg MusThis past weekend the Colonels
erino sacrificed to right to move Brian dumped host team Tennessee State 7Mills into scoring position. With one 2 and 8-0. Randy White picked up his
out Robbie McCune walked and seventh win of the season, and Steve
Wardwell sacrificed to center to drive Olsen upped his record to 3-2. Banko
in Mills.
hit his sixth homer of the season to
Still in the second Pczzoni singled lead the Colonels, and Steve Smith hit
and advanced McCune to third. his second homer of the season to put
McCune came in on a error at second, the game out of reach.
when East Tennessee tried to throw
Against the University of Louis-

TUHED0 RENTAL
"The latest In designer styles"

MUr* DVT
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COUPON

DUCA'S
PIZZA.

K&

COUPON

COUPON

Buy On* Pizza
Get One
Free
•with this coupon
Expires 5/31/89

ville, Jason Schira won his fifth game
for the Colonels. The Colonels clobbcredUofLl 1-5. The Colonels scored
four times in the seventh inning to win
and will play U of L Friday at Turkey
Hughes field
Last week against Kentucky State
University Coach Jim Ward picked up
his 600th career win.

RESERVE OFFICERS'TRAINING

(At top), Ron Pezzoni
slides into second base
during last Saturday's
game against Marshall
University. (Bottom), left
fielder Shea Wardwell
dives for the ball.

FREE
DOUBLE PRINTS
with this coupon

1 Hour Film Processing

"Yen learn bow to get things done.
It is tough trying to get your work done
because you study the most on the bus
underneath a dome light, and I have
had to write several papers on the
bus," Siemer said "I have had to take
a lot out of my social life and spend
more time study ingto get things done."
And while many college students
would fed not going to the beach
during spring break to be a major
sacrifice, Siemer wouldn't have it any
other way.
"I figure a tot of people would
rather be playing baseban during spring
break," Siemer said"! will have plenty
of chances to get to the beach."
But living and breathing baseball
most of one's college life does take its
toll, and Siemer and teammate/roommate. Steve Smith, have found a tot of
crazy ways to combat the stress of
baseball.
Of course most of them cannot be
printed, bat turning the Todd Hall
showers into a small swimming pool
by covering the drains with plastic is
among the more tame stories.
But baseball is what brought Siemer
to the university, and because of it, he
feels it will help him later in life.
"Coach Ward says it is like punching a clock. You go to class in the
mornings. You practice or play a game
in the afternoon. Study in the evening
and be back in your room at 11 o'clock
every night," Siemer said. "It is pretty
lough right now. but I fed I will be
better prepared later."

V/hy pay retail99
When you can
get great sf-ivice and selection"
Over 100 styles o( sunglasseo11

Large metal $39.00
Wayfarers $33.85
Outdoorsman $44.00
Cats,

Ray-Bans
all 50% off
sugg. retail
Vuarnet's
40%

AT

TWo Slices
With One Topping
and Med. Drink
$250
"wtth tnls coupon
Expires 5/31/89

Call Ahead Orders
Carry Out Service
Richmond Mall Food Court 623-0556
COUPON
COUPON
COUPON
COUPON

Progress photos/Mark Cornslison

Mark Sicmer sat in his Brockton
apartment clutching a taped up bat. A
little over an hour ago, he was on the
mound at Turkey Hughes Field helping the Colonels defeat Kentucky State
University.
On the walls of his apartment hang
posters of Boomer Esiason, the Cincinnati Bengals star blond-haired
quarterback. Just glancing at the posters, one might think he was looking at
Sicmer. who resembles Esiason and
has picked up the nickname "Boomer."
"It started when I was in high
school," Sicmer said. "Now everybody calls me 'Boomer.' The only
person who doesn't call me that is
Coach Ward.
"I don't mind people calling me
Boomer. Really, I kind of like it, especially after last season (when the
Bengals went to the Super Bowl). It's
a compliment now," Sicmer said with
a laugh.
Sicmer, like Esiason, is a leader.
The senior shortstop/pitcher was
elected co-captain by his teammates
for the 1989 season. He is a four-year
starter for the Colonels and was named
All-OVC in 1988.
"Coach Ward is always looking for
his seniors to lead the learn," Sicmer
said. "He is really looking for us to win
the OVC, and in the past, the seniors
have led the way. When I was a freshman. I looked up to the seniors because
they did lead the way."
But Siemer is a quiet leader who
feels that leading by example is just as
important as being a verbal leader.
"I consider myself as a leader by
my performance," he said. "I don't
yell loo much at people. I try to be
good friends with everybody on the
team and help them out."
And Siemer does have impressive
honors, awards and statistics that class
him as a leader. Besides the OVC
honor in 1988. he was named the MVP

of the Great Lakes Collegiate League
All-Star Game in South Bend, Ind..
last summer.
This season, Siemer is doing equally
weU. As of April 14, he was hitting
297 with five doubles, two triples,
two home runs and 16 RBL Also he
has pitched in three games without .
giving up a run.
^
But along with his success in baseball, Siemer said he has learned a lot
•bout time management and sacrifice.

50%
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OAKLEYS
ARE COMING!!
•(OAKLEY SEMINAR MAY 11- FACTORY REP COHINOII)
Richmond Mall
Phone 623-7470

Good Through May 1,1989
Enlargements By KODAK!
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240

optical
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623-0303

Captain D's.
a great little seafood place.
1059 Berea Road, Richmond

Introducing
New Baked FISH DINNER

3 baked fish fillats on bad of rioa
green bean
cols slaw and hush poppkss

$3.79

»•--------- • CLIP THIS COUPON-

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply for Army ROTC summer leader
ship training. You'll develop confidence
and decisiveness essential for success.
And you'll qualify to earn officer credentials
while completing college.

FISH & FRIES
FOR
$
ONLY

2.00

Not good with any ofhe* tpsxaol or discount
1059 ftVeo Rood. Richmond

I/*-*™!*,

$

2.00

IflSHi nillf
Eiptrea 4/27/SB

ARMY ROTC
TWO-TEAB PROGRAM
THE SMAITCST COLLEGE
COURSE TOO CM TARE.

Contact Capt. Bill Hillard
622-1208 at the Begley Building, Rm 515

tuol cl«ma, natural cut
trench frlaa and 2 aoutharn atyla
huahpupplaa

unit
CUP THIS COUPON- - -

BITE SIZE & FRIES
FOR
ONLY

Captain D's

$

2.00

r^or good wdh any adw ipvcaJ or dncount
' 05° S...O »ood fccfaMxd

Exoirea 4/27/SS

D'S

S ox brla alia, natural cut
trench hiaa and 2 aoutharn atyla
huahpupplaa.

m it.

D's.

■CUP THIS COUPON
CHICKEN & FRIES
3 ox chlckan, natural out
trench hiaa and 2 aoutharn atyla
FOR
%t
huahpupplaa.
ONLY

2.00

No)good •*. on, o»W ipouol or dacovM
!• I MOtoron (and »-h-v>od

*?7/iB

Buy your tickets now tor only $15 andbe eligible to win two reservations on
Delta to anywhere in the continental
US. (Derby Day gate price - $20.)
Bring your friends support your team
-and party!

CUfTHISCOOFON

CLAMS & FRIES

•ST

Two tandar Hah MIMa, natural out
(ranch frlaa and 2 aoutharn atyta
huahpupplaa.

Kck off Derby Day on Saturday, Mat I
at the CdlegiateVWtoyoall Journey '
CtWTipionshjp in the Infield

Captain DV
«iraaTaKUaaaalaadalac.

Contact
Rust Mast,
Recreation
Department,
at 622-1244
for tickets.
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Women's tennis team aces Morehead

Progress photo/ Mark Comeison

Going for broke!
Jeff Gillum throws a pass during a Colonel scrimmage.
Gullim will likely provide backup support for starting quarterback Lorenzo Fields.

Eastern Kentucky University
1989 Football Schedule
Date
ODDonent
Site
Time
Sept. 2
Western Carolina
Home
7:30 EDT
Sept. 9
Delaware State
Away
1:30 EDT
Sept. 16
Open
Sept. 23
Western Kentucky
Home
7:30 EDT
Sept. 30
Tennessee State
Away
6:00 CDT
Oct. 7
"Austin Peay
Home
7:30 EDT
Oct. 14
Tennessee Tech
Away
1:30 CDT
Oct. 21
Marshall
Home
7:30 EDT
Oct. 28
'Murray State (Homecoming) Home
1:30 EDT
Nov. 4
'Middle Tennessee
Away
1:30 CST
Nov. 11
Central Florida
Away
7:00 EST
Nov. 18
'Morehead State
1:30 EST
Away
'Ohio Valley Conference game
Progress graphic: AmieGambre

ByJcfrCkeek
Contributing writer
The Lady Colonels' tennis team
won two of three matches this past
week, winning 7-2 against Morehead
State University and edging Eastern
Michigan State University 5-4.
The Colonels lost to Ohio University, which dropped the Colonels in a
close 5-4 match.
The Colonels have one match
remaining against the University of
Cincinnati next Tuesday at the Martin
Hall courts. With a win, the Colonels
will end the season 17-3 (or 16-4 in the
case of a loss). In either case, it will be
the fewest losses ever recorded by a
Colonel tennis team.
The Colonels played this past week
in preparation for the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament being held in
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
"We played very well against Eastern Michigan, and it was the first time
we had ever beaten them," Coach
Sandy Martin said. "We played some
pretty gutsy tennis this week."
The No. 1 doubles team of Pam
Wise and Nikki Wagsuff struggled
against Morehead and fell in three
sets, but the duo rebounded bom the
tough loss to pull out the victory against
Eastern Michigan as the two schools
were tied 4-4 with this being the remaining match in progress. The team
of Wagstaff and Wise won 6-3,5-7,64.
It was a good week for Dilanni. She
was 3-0 for the week as she improved
her spring record to 13 -1.
"Joanne played some of her best
tennis of the year," Martin said.

By RussCassidy
Staff writer
The university's men's golf team
had a rough outing over the weekend
in the Ohio State University Kepler Invitational Tournament when it placed
21 out of a field of 22 teams.
According to Coach Lew Smiiher,
four players were suspended for the
week because of disciplinary reasons,
leaving senior Red Mattingly and four
freshmen to play one of the toughest
courses the Colonels will ever have to
play on.
"Scarlet Course is by far the most
difficult course we will play," Smither
said. "And I thought the freshmen
played very well considering this was

The Colonels' men's tennis team
had four matches this past weekend
and came away with a 2-2 split
The university defeated Ohio Valley Conference rivals Morehead Slate
University 6-3 and Tennessee Stale
University 9-0, while losing to Ten-

Men's tennis

their first major tournament and the
degree of course difficulty. So the
prospects look bright."
David Kohley led the freshmen with
scores of 79,79 and 84 for a 242 total.
Clay Hammerick shot 81, 78 and 86
for a combined 244. R.C. Chase shot
an overall 245 with round scores of 81,
78 and 86. While Greg Fister shot 91,
81 and 80 for 252.
"Kohley played very well," Smither
said. "Hammerick probably played
more consistent than anybody, so with
a little bit more experience, he will be
an outstanding player."
Smither also added that Fister also
played and excellent round despite a
case of the first-round jitters.

But it was Mattingly, the backbone
of the Colonels, that shined the brightest with scores of 84,78 and 76 for an
overall 238.
'The first round was his worst round
all year long," Smither said. "But he
was able to bounce back. We are really
going to miss him when he graduates.
He is a very sound individual who
represents the university very well."
But Smither said now the first order
of business is to get ready for the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament.
"The future looks good for us,"
Smither said. "It is going to be hard to
Till Fred's shoes, but I think we will
have a pretty good team."

nessee Tech State University 8-1 and
5-4 to the University of Cincinnati
"We played some good tennis mis
week, and we're improving and play-'
ing a little better," Coach Tom Higgins
said. The Colonels finished OVC play
3-4.
The Colonels. 8 15 werall, finished
their season on the road Wednesday
against Centre College, but scores were
not available at press time.
Freshman Derek Schaefer collected
three wins in four outings, including
two three-set victories.
Schaefer defeated Jan Stnmk of
Morehead 3-6. 6-4. 7-5 and Johan
Sporsen of Tennessee Tech 3-6,6-4.
6-3.
But the match between the Colonels and UC was the toughest defeat
for the university; the Colonels only
needed a win from their No. 1 doubles
team to take the match.
Duane Lundy and Todd Carlisle
were up 5-2 in the third set but eventually lost the set in a 7-4 tie-breaker.
Now the men are propping for the
upcoming OVC tourney to be played
here on the Martin Courts April 23-24.
Play begins at 8 a.m. both days.
The young Colonels, who feature
three freshmen, a rcdshirt junior and a
senior playing his first collegiate tennis, will be up against great odds this
weekend.
Higgins said he doesn't see his team
making a realistic run for the championship but said his team is playing
well enough that it could play the role
of spoiler.
"We are playing a little better right
now, and my No. 1 doubles team of
Duane Lundy and Todd Carlisle are
playing belter and are capable of beating some people." Higgins said.
"I would say the tournament should
be between Murray State. Austin Peay.
Middle Tennessee with Tennessee
Tech having an outside shot I would
have to give the edge to Murray." Higgins said.
Murray will be out to win ill ninth
consecutive OVC title, while the Racers' Tony Wretlund. a member of
Norway's Davis Cup team, will be
seeking his third OVC singles championship at No. 1 singles.
"It should be a very good tournament. The caliber of tennis is going to
be really good," Higgins said.

Seniors and Graduates:

A 'Dozen %gses 'Wrapped in Taper.
$333 ZV/cOUpOn Cash 'n Carry
624-0198
630"BigMUIAvenue
lupins April 26,1989
*«x>a>a^oo«>o»»ooo

Following their match with Cincinnati, all that will remain for the Colonels will be the OVC Championship
crown that eluded them last season by
four points. The Colonels will battle
defending champion Austin Peay Stale
University, which edged the Colonels
5-4 during the season, and Murray.

Progress photo/ Mark ComoNson

OSU golf tourney tests young players

Stotfier's fCozverShap

i

Coach Tom Higgins

In individual competition for the
Colonels, Wagstaff will try to make it
two in a row as she will defend her title
as OVC Champion at No. 1 singles.
Wise will defend her No. 3 singles title
as well. Both players will be seeded in
the top three going into the tournament.
Dilanni will try to lake it one step
further and make it to the winner's
circle after being runner-up last season
at No. 2 singles.
Junior Tina Peruzzt, OVC champion as a freshman at No. 6 singles,
will try to win her second title by
winning at No. 5 singles this year.
Tina Cate and Kerri Bameu will be
gunning for titles at the No. 4 and 6
singles positions. Peruzzi and Bameu
both will enter the tournament as the
top seeds after posting perfect OVC
records 7-0 and 6-0. The Colonels will
place a player or doubles team in the
top three seeds of each flight.
"I told them we have the talent to
win the OVC this season but that they
were going to have to be very supportive of each other, to cheer for each
and talk and play like a team in doubles
and not play like individuals. They
need to keep their heads straight, be
supportive of and play like a team,"
Martin said.

o-^-^«»«o^>«o-

CONGRATULATIONS
This car's for you!

We'll Soon Be The NEW

WESTERN STEER!

.11.II...11. «... 1,,,,,.,,,

WVestern Steer,
Family

STSAKHOUSE
FORMERLY

Autumn Family Steakhouse
1094 Barnes Mill Rd.
624-1193
Eastern By-Pass off 1-75

Salad Bar

Your choice of hot and cold
Items Including our
sundae bar and dinner loaf.
Regularly $4.29

I All-American Food Bar with your choice
of hot vegetables, salad, fruit & soups
I Kid's Meals
I Dally Lunch & Dinner Specials
I Senior Citizens Discounts
(specials not incuded)
I Student Discounts (specials not included)
I Free Refills

5oz. Sirloin Tips

$3

Saatkaratf
, wHk jaar

*JW".aalaaa or ■■■ broom

79

4

Just for you: extra $400
cash to. you and up to 90
days deferment for the
first payment when you
buy this car or any other
new car or truck from
Britton Chevrolet-Olds!

„

sU s"%
19
a)L
.^C

gr»»jr, kakad potato or
.Tj ^J
fnaca frtaa, wllk Tm
*•* •»■'
lout or dkmtr loo'. Rri. S3.**
Not good with other ducounu or Senior Citizen'i card*.
Tti payaoia by baarar. Good through 5/20/19

Ncx good wilh olhar ducounu or Senior OuaaVl c«rd«
T.i payabte by bw>. Good through 5/20/19

NEW ARRIVALS
CAMPUS CONNECTION
Tank tops and t-shirts in spectacular spring colors!
Kelly Green, lemon yellow, peach, orange,
purple, seafoam, mint green, and many more!

ONLY $5.95 everyday!
Come See j

Us

j

BH3 Today!

CONNECTION

Located In OM Richmond M!«'».?-SSl
ifcWf tWift fcn

I

10%

I
OFF
ANY ITEMlj
Expires 4-28-89

|

Need A Ride?
Call Us! We will come
get you and bring
you here-you don't
have to walk down!

Congratulations, graduates! We think you deserve credit for all that
hard work. That's why we offer the GMAC College Graduate Finance
Plan to help put you into a new car or truck.
The plan gets you going on a credit history. And it gets you $400 plus
a 90-day deferment of start payments. This deferral of payment option
is not available in connection with other GMAC programs. Finance
charges acme from the date of purchase.
You've earned your turn at the wheel. And we want to help you get
it So see us soon for a great deal -and details about the GMAC College
Graduate Finance Plan. GMAC is an Equal Opportunity Company.

Britton Chevrolet-Olds
U.S. 25 North • Berea
(606)986-3169
■M
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Kentuckians vie
for coaching spot

Colonels compete
in Dogwood Relays
By JohaR. Williamson
Contributing writer
The Colonels' men's and women's
track teams competed in the 23rd
Annual Sea Ray Dogwood Relays on
the Tom Black Track in Knoxville.
Tenn., on the campus of the University of Tennessee Knoxville.
The meet officially began last
Thursday with the 10.000-meier (6.2
miles) run. David Lawhorn ran in this
event for the first time finishing eighth
in his heat with a time of 32 minutes.
58 seconds.

Beard, Pollio among applicants

largest on the East Coast, is great
training for future events. This meet
has really prepared us for this weekend's meet with the University of
Kentucky," Tim Moore, assistant
coach for the Colonels, said.
The men finished second only to
Eastern Michigan State University
with a time of 3.10.1 in the 4x400
relay. This team was comprised of Ed
Lartey, Larry Hart, Mike Carter and
Jose Seranno. Just behind the Colonels was Seton Hall with a time of
3.10.2.

Friday held other challenges for
the Colonels in the 5,000-metcrs.
David Hawes finished fourth with a
time of 14.59, which was a personal
best

The men finished fourth in the
4x 100 with a time of 41.23. This team
was made up of Hart, Carter, Seranno
and Mike Cadore. The men were disqualified in the4x200. However, going
into the finals, they had the fastest
"So far we (the distance team) have time. 1.25.39.
had a good season, but we haven't
The women's 4x400 placed sixth
achieved the goals we set at the beginning of the season. We have work to outof 27 teams competing in the event
do, and we're not content — that's with a time of 3:44.2 seconds. Kim
what keeps us striving," said Rob Landrum, Pretoria Wilson, Dana Petty
Bowers, a distance coach for the Colo- and Twynette Wilson comprised the
team. In the 4x100 relay (Leslie
nels.
Dancey, Petty. Michelle Westbrook
Saturday the men and women and Robin White), the Colonels placed
competed in the4x 100,4x200 and the seventh with a time of 47.15.
4x400 relay events.
Both the men and women will be
"Our men have done really well, at UK this weekend competing in the
and I think that this meet, one of the Kentucky Invitational.

Progress photo/Leslie Young

Lisa Malloy leads the women's distance team.

Master's degree won't guarantee wins
The university search committee is
slowly moving toward finding a replacement for Max Good, whose contract wasn't renewed for next season.
I find certain criteria for Good's
replacement somewhat ridiculous and
useless. Good was obviously fired
because he couldn't manage enough
wins to satisfy the university's administration and fans.
Now with a new coach needed, the
university has said its primary requirement for finding a replacement is that
it needs someone with a master's
degree in health and physical education and that the new coach would be
required to teach two hours of classes.
There has to be a fundamental problem when a coach is fired as a result of
his win-loss record and then the primary concern with a new coach is that
he has a master's degree.
If the primary criterion for hiring a
coach is his ability as a teacher, then
five years from now, we will be going
through the same thing.

about a candidate's coaching ability
instead of his leaching ability.
Who cares whether a coach can
teach two hours? Most likely the coach
will be teaching "Coaching Basketball." So let an assistant coach take
over the class. I would rather see a
coach come into the program and win
games than know he can teach two
hours of classes.
Is a coach's ability to leach really
more important than his win-loss record? I hope not If that is true, then
Good should still be coach.
Does the administration really care
about a basketball coach's leaching
ability?
If it is a requirement to hold a
master's degree, then the university
needs to make an exception. There
have been cases where teachers have
taught without having their master's,
and in this case, I can see no better opportunity for an exception. The only
role a coach should be required to play

Par...
or the course

Jeff Newton
The Colonels will have a coach
who is one hell of an educator but can't
win because he is worrying about
grading tests and attending class.
Why doesn't the university just
forget this idea of hiring a teacher/
coach and find someone who will take
over the program and get some wins?
I still hold to the belief that Max
Good was a good coach and, I' ve heard,
a caring teacher.
But if the university is looking for a
coach who will win games, then the
administration should worry more

Little Professor
Book Centers

as an educator is that of an overseer for
his own team's academic performance.
It is contradictory to fire a coach for
losing games and not making winning
games the most important criterion
involved in the refining process.
'
There is an abundance of coaches
who have applied for the head coaching job. Many of them would make
great coaches for the basketball team,
but they will be eliminated because
they don't have their master's.
Let's not hide behind the facade
that teaching is all that important in a
coach's job description. Although
some coaches do a great job in teaching, it shouldn't be that important in
this case.
If we are going to fire a coach for
not winning games, then let's quit
beating around the bush and get someone who will and forget about the
illusion that his leaching is all that
important.

By Clint Riley
Staff writer
Two Kentucky natives said they
have applied for the university's head
basketball coaching position, while
still another coach, also a native of the
Bluegrass. said he is happy where he
is.
Butch Beard, 42, an assistant coach
with the NBA New Jersey Nets, and
Mike Pollio, 45, the former head coach
at Virginia Commonwealth University, said they have applied for the job
left vacant when Max Good was dismissed just before spring break.
Beard, who has spent much of his
coaching career in the NBA. said be is
ready to become a bead basketball
coach.
"I feel I am ready to enter the college ranks as a head coach, after six
years in the pro ranks. I am ready if
someone wants to give me the shot,"
Beard said by telephone from the
Meadowlands in New Jersey.
A native of Breckinridge County,
Beard said he has owned a home in the
Louisville area since 1975.
Beard's name is well-known by
University of Louisville fans. He
played for the Cardinals in the late
I960* and was captain of the 1969
squad.
He earned a bachelor's degree and
a leaching certificate from U of L.
Beard said he wants to leave the
NBA only because he wants to be a
head coach, and there are more opportunities for him to become a head
coach at the college level.
He added he has been around basketball for more than 20 years as a
player, announcer and coach. Being
around the game on different levels
has helped him ascertain whether a
college player has what it takes to
make it in the pros.
As for the possible change he might
face going from coaching players in
the NBA to college players. Beard
said there will be a difference.
"The big thing is you get a chance
to develop college players as better
basketball players and better young
men," Beard said.
He said one of his main goals when
he becomes a head coach is to make
sure his players graduate.
Beard said he feels so strongly about
college basketball players graduating
because he has seen how many college
players actually make it inio the NBA.

Pollio resigned at VCU at the end
of the 1988-89 basketball season because be said he lost his desire to
coach.
The reason Polho gave for his loss
of desire was an incident which occurred on Jan. 2 of this year, when
Mike Brown a VCU player, died from
a heart problem while practicing with
the learn. Pollio said it was because of
Brown's death he resigned.
"I just didn't feel right going back
out there after one of my players died,"
Pollio said.
But he said if he coaches again it will
have to be at the right place, and the
university, he said, is the type of place
he is looking for.
"I want to go back into coaching
only at the right place. "I think the key
here is applying for the right job," he
said. 1 from Kentucky and Kentucky
is home."
Pollio, a Louisville native, graduated from Bellarmine College in 1965
and then went on later to obtain his
master's degree from U of L in 1971.
In 1973, Pollio became an assistant
coach at VCU. But in 1975 left VCU
because he accepted an assistantcoaching job with another Virginia school,
Old Dominion University.
After leaving Old Dominion in
1980. Pollio became the head basketball coach at Kentucky Wesleyan
College where he led his team to three
Division II Final Four appearances in
1982.1984 and 1985.
Currently, Pollio is serving as the
assistant athletic director at VCU after
four years as the head basketball coach.
After nine years as a head coach,
Pollio posts a 184-92 record. He averages 20-plus wins each season.
Current Kentucky Wesleyan Coach
Wayne Chapman has been named as a
possible candidate to fill Good's shoes,
but Chapman said he has not applied
for the opening. He said, though, he
would listen to any possible offer that
came his way.
"I've not applied. I'd always be
interested in listening to a good opportunity," Chapman said.
Headded,"My wifeand I are happy
with Kentucky Wesleyan and the city
ofOwensboro."
Chapman said he has not applied
for any other job either.

10%
OFF
Anything in Store!

Cliff Notas, Posters,
Special ordsrs by phone,
Wida sntection of magazines,
Wide aalsctton of all catagorias of books.

(Except Magazine, With Coupon)
Not good with any other special

Little Professor Book Centers

We help you find books you love.
Richmond Mall
6234)622

Expires 5/30/89

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
I system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton. NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

TOM'S

PIZZA

Home of the "Five Pounder'
2 (10 inch) Small Pizzas with Cheese and 1 Topping $6.89 plus tax
I
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in conjunction with
EKU Springiest
presents

2 (14 inch) Large Pizza with Cheese and 1 Topping $10.95 pluo tax
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Thursday, April 20. 1989
8:00 pm
ALUMNI COLISEUM
Tickets are available at the Cashier's Window - Coates Administration
Building and at Allsports in the Richmond Mall.
EKU Fulltime Students (in advance) - $6.00
All others and tickets at the door - $10.00
STUDENTS MUST PRESENT VALID ID CARD AT THE DOOR THE NIGHT OF THE PERFORMANCE

